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So Much Depends on Mission

EVAN R. HUNTER
INSIGHTS JOURNAL

so much depends
upon
the red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens

With irregular breaks and a disregard for grammatical convention, these words
paint a vivid picture that has stumped many a high school English student over the
years. However, the poem comes to mind frequently whenever I consider something
of critical importance to success. So much depends on … something simple,
focused; something that guides decisions in the midst of all the activity around it.
When it comes to sustainability in theological education, so much depends on a
schools’ ability to focus on mission. With a clear mission, the school can devote
resources – human and physical – to the long-term, sustainable success of the
institution. Faculty development, future program offerings, curriculum delivery
modes, facility upgrades, and leadership transitions all ﬁt into a school’s strategic
plan. However, for it to succeed, so much depends on mission.
9
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William Carlos Williams penned the famous poem about a wheelbarrow and
some chickens:
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The pressures faced by theological schools are well documented, and many of
these pressures will intensify rather than improve in the coming decade.1 Mark
Labberton, President at Fuller Theological Seminary, recently addressed issues
at Fuller with words that extend universally calling this moment a “whirlwind
of change and uncertainty” that brings both “disruption and opportunity”
(Discernment in the Whirlwind 2018). In the midst of the turmoil, schools may
choose to cut underperforming degrees or launch new programs to draw more
students. They may enter into institution rescuing partnerships, leverage
technology, or expand current offerings. In each case, the action taken might be an
innovative change for success, or it might be a distraction that diverts time, energy,
and resources away from the core mission of the school. One will lead to vitality
and sustainability; the other may prove unfruitful at best, or even detrimental to the
future of the school. In each case, success will depend on coming back to mission.
Financial viability plays a signiﬁcant role in the long-term sustainability of an
institution. However, for true success, a more robust consideration of sustainability
is required. In his essay, “Sustaining What Matters in Theological Education,”
Ferenczi pushes for a multi-faceted approach with an emphasis on the importance
of human leadership capacity in the development of institutional sustainability
(2016, 53). Leaders are crucial as the ones who articulate and execute the mission
of the institution.
In partnership with several organizations, ScholarLeaders has had the privilege
to work with more than 15 institutions over the last four years; working directly
with leaders to clarify mission and develop holistic strategic plans for the purpose
of sustainability. The project began with questions about developing faculty at a
focused group of schools. However, questions of faculty development soon led
to an interconnected series of challenges related to the success of the school.
Faculty plans inherently rest upon a school’s expected programs and projected
enrolments. In order for the institution to determine which programs it should offer,
it must also understand the needs of the church and the issues facing both the
church and society in its context. Degree programs, course offerings, and delivery
modes relate to the vocational callings of students in response to the needs of the
Church and God’s kingdom mission. Facilities, library resources, and administrative
infrastructure provide further support to the programs. Of course, all of these
plans must integrate ﬁnancially with a plan to secure the resources to accomplish
the objectives. A clear sense of mission provides the point of integration, helping
leaders make choices, guide the process, and stay true to the calling of their
particular school. We refer to this work as the Vital SustainAbility Initiative (VSI).

1

See Carpenter, Glanzer, Lantinga (2014), Ferenczi (2016), Porter (2013), and Hunter (2017) for
descriptions of some of the challenges facing theological education in the Majority World today.
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This issue of The Journal captures some of the results from that experience, so that
others may learn from the particular experiences and solutions developed within
context. In most parts of the world, theological institutions face considerable
headwinds as they seek to make ends meet, acquire adequate resources, and form
students for service in the Church and society. Success will depend on much more
than ﬁnding sufﬁcient funding. Describing the process at his school, one President
said that at the beginning he thought sustainability was only about money, but for
him, it has become clear that it is ﬁrst and foremost about sustaining their mission.
Mission guides student selection, the addition of new courses, the recruitment of
faculty, the theology conferences they host and books they write. Mission guides
the development of their campus and how they pursue funding from within their
country. He views his job as the leader of the institution as one of ﬁnding ways to
sustain their mission.
In the midst of all the swirling details of the outside pressures - social, political, and
ﬁnancial pressures – and the internal needs of students, faculty, and engagement
with the churches they serve, mission must be the point of integration. So much
depends on mission.
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In Pursuit of Sustainability:
Strategy & Planning for
Theological Education
LARRY SMITH
SCHOLARLEADERS INTERNATIONAL

His ﬁnal decade was tough. Luther had passed in 1546, and Melanchthon’s health
was never good. There were wars and rumors of wars. Poverty was pervasive,
resources limited. Printing presses democratized access to material, but literacy
was limited so the general public remained poorly informed. Opposition was
often ﬁerce, some from other Protestants. Near death in April 1560, Melanchthon
famously penned in his diary: “Thou shalt be delivered from sins, and be freed from
the acrimony and fury of theologians.”
In that ﬁnal decade Melanchthon continued to write biblical commentaries, and
he searched for guidance and encouragement as he did so. The psalms ﬁgured
prominently, including:
I will tell of the decree of the LORD…
Now therefore, O kings, be wise; be warned, O rulers of the earth.
Serve the LORD with fear, with trembling kiss his feet…
Happy are all who take refuge in him. (Psalm 2.7-12 NRSV)
From this he concluded:
“The gospel must be taught and therefore learned. And according to this
dictum we should reﬂect on our studies: God afﬁrms that he wills to establish
this kingdom by preaching; therefore, he defends study and teaching; he will
not allow churches, schools and houses of teaching to be entirely destroyed.”
13
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Philip Melanchthon, the essential yin to Martin Luther’s yang, led reformation of
Lutheran education. The times demanded new educational materials and forms,
and consumed much of his attention from his inaugural lecture at Wittenberg in
August 1518 until his death in April 1560. Melanchthon’s personal impact was felt
from primary levels through university.
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(Comments on the Psalms, 1553-55, from the Reformation Commentary
on Scripture)
To not “be entirely destroyed” is hardly resounding optimism, but theological
education rarely has an easy time of it. Its institutions, typically, struggle mightily.

Why Struggle? Is Theological Education Important?

_______________________

In the main, we suggest that schools of theology within the church exist for two
essential purposes: ﬁrst, to equip and form pastors, preachers, missionaries,
teachers and other leaders for the people of the Church; second, to help leaders
test, develop and share their prophetic insights, to encourage and at times to
correct the Church and society. As the psalmist declared, educators form leaders
to tell of the decree of the Lord, and prophets to call people to serve the Lord
with fear and trembling. The host of other functions – from social roles within a
university to participation in academic guilds – are secondary.

INSIGHTS JOURNAL

Essential theological education is not, of course, to be equated with a particular
institution or pedagogical system. Schools come and go regularly, and theological
formation takes many forms. Compare medieval monasteries with the modern
academy. Or consider growth of the Church in China during the Cultural Revolution,
with formal education prohibited and materials limited, and contrast it with the
systems and resources available in a modern Western university. Technology is
rapidly transforming Western education but just getting underway in the Majority
World. Forms and schools are temporal, but the need to form leaders and to call
the Church to faithfulness and society to virtue will remain.
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Can Theological Schools Become Healthier
Through Effective Strategy and Planning? __________________________________
The disciplines of strategy and planning are well established, but primarily
practiced outside of theological education. ‘Strategy’, originally a military term,
refers to development and placement of assets before engagement. Theological
education is inherently strategic for it prepares women and men to engage battles
against ignorance and immaturity, sometimes against spiritual wickedness in high
places. ‘Planning’ is orderly preparation for engagement.
Wisdom prevails over strength,
knowledge over brute force;
for wars are won by skillful strategy,
and victory is the fruit of detailed planning. (Proverbs 24.5-6 NEB)
Developing coherent strategy is akin to solving a Rubik’s Cube. The ﬁrst step is
to consider how the resolved cube will appear. What will constitute success? In
14

our case: What is the school’s unique, inherently contextual mission within the
Church? What sort of students do we intend to prepare for which vocations? What
prophetic voice needs to be heard in the Church and society from this speciﬁc
school community? Answers to these questions provide the reason the institution
exists within the Church.
Having deﬁned what the cube will look like when solved, we line up colors and
patterns, including: a) student recruitment and standards; b) curriculum and
certiﬁcation, as connected to vocations; c) faculty and faculty development; d)
facilities and facility development; e) life-long learning and alumni development;
f ) cooperative education arrangements with other institutions; g) pedagogy,
including use of technology; h) executive and administrative leadership; and i) the
ﬁnancial model, including tuition, local and international donors, and alternative
income sources (often called ‘third stream’). These nine elements – sometimes
others – are important because they must be aligned in support of the mission of
the educational institution within the Church.
Almost everything takes time to develop and involves the entire community, so
the plan is simply an integrated, realistic program for bringing about the intended
outcome.
Perfection is not the standard. There is a saying in corporate circles: two types
of companies fail, those that do not plan and those that follow their plan. The
point is that the discipline of planning focuses leaders on mission and the
interrelated elements that are important to success. But after the plan is complete
unanticipated events are normal. Planning, however, has prepared leaders to
modify their actions with the mission of the institution in mind.
For the past several years, ScholarLeaders International has had the privilege of
working with a number of leading schools to help them clarify their missions and
consider their strategy for fulﬁlling their purposes. Schools are from Africa, the
Middle East, Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe. All are evangelical, from
a range of denominations or non-denominational. Programs vary in scope and
target, from full-time residential to part-time education for full-time pastors, from
education for church leaders to lay professionals, from doctoral to certiﬁcate level.
Each is making important contributions, forming leaders and encouraging those
who speak boldly to the Church and society. All struggle ﬁnancially. We refer to
this work as the Vital SustainAbility Initiative (VSI).
Each school is unique with distinctive challenges, strategy and plan. There are,
however, shared objectives and themes, of which we would like to describe four.

15
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1.

Context drives mission.

All schools teach the Scriptures and form leaders for the Church. But
what is the lens through which these essential functions are viewed?
Two examples:
Ivan Rusyn, President
Ukraine Evangelical Theological Seminary (UETS)
More than a decade after independence from Russia,
Ukraine is still threatened by incursions in the East. Kiev,
the home of UETS, is a relatively safe haven for Eastern
evacuees, and the school hosts displaced families
on campus. Post-traumatic stress among refugees
is evident to school leaders and to students. Aware of the need and
sensitized by those who suffer, the school is training pastor-counselors.
Also, concerned for the new nation, the faculty is exploring the Christian
meaning of Ukrainian citizenship.
Atef Gendy, President
The Evangelical Theological Seminary of Cairo (ETSC)
Created in 1863 by Presbyterian missionaries, ETSC
is now owned and led by Egyptians. It sustains a
residential program for pastors in the Upper Nile and
has added programs for urban pastors among megacity Cairo’s growing population, for missionaries
to North Africa, and for professionals with wide-ranging interests. In
Egypt’s restricted religious environment, the school’s Center for Middle
East Christianity engages Christians and Muslims regarding the history
of faith in Egypt, the speciﬁc contributions of Christianity, and ways in
which common good might be advanced through cooperation between
Christians and Muslims.
From these two schools – and many others – it follows that each school has a
unique mission, informed by the local Church, by needs in society, the unique
gifts of the school, and the calling of its faculty and other leaders.
Students are part of that mission. We have interviewed dozens and no student
ever said: “My dream is to complete a Master of Divinity.” Students dream of
vocations, not degrees. Ironically, schools typically conceive of and measure
the product of the school as a program leading to a degree or certiﬁcation,
rather than a student prepared for a vocation.
We ﬁnd that discussion of the mission of the school is needed and valuable. In
16

many cases, missionary founders set an agenda decades ago, typically related
to formation of pastors through programs based on Western educational
models. Sometimes that important heritage has not been challenged and
updated, considering changes in the Church and society, deeper knowledge
of the local culture, and considerable advances in theological sophistication
among national faculty. School leaders are typically over-taxed and most have
not taken the time necessary for deep reﬂection on an alternative mission, and
they are typically not sure how to go about it.
As above, the most important questions are: Which students do we intend to
prepare for which vocations? What prophetic voice needs to be heard in the
Church and society from our speciﬁc school community? The challenge is to
clearly deﬁne the mission of the school and then to consider everything else
in the light of that mission. With limited resources, institutional leaders must
put a premium on strategic focus.
2. Economic reality is harsh.
The most important thing to remember about the economics of theological
education is that schools that employ typical education models lose cash on
every student. Tuition, on average, covers about 30 percent of cost. This is true
globally but Western institutions are kept aﬂoat by national and university
subsidies, past generosity (endowments), current donors, and student debt
– each of limited availability in the Majority World. And the Majority World
Church is often centered – thankfully – among the poor. Financial viability,
therefore, is constantly in jeopardy.
Schools charge tuition so look like businesses, but hold little if any potential
for proﬁt. Perhaps it is counter-intuitive, but we cannot grow our way out of
ﬁnancial problems. Growth, in fact, exacerbates ﬁnancial challenges.
Well-intentioned major donors sometimes help initiate new programs and,
without realizing it, thereby add to the school’s long-term ﬁnancial challenges.
In our experience, school leaders do not understand these economic realities.
We can always ﬁnd a way to accept one more student at minimal cost, but
it does not follow that faculty, curriculum and facilities are ﬁxed when ten
students are added or subtracted. With disciplined management, virtually
all costs can vary with the number of students. School ﬁnancial accounting
systems, however, do not report data in a manner that makes this evident.
In-kind contribution of missionary faculty, capital expenditures, and the
maintenance backlog are often ignored in management reporting.

17
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Prabhu Singh, President & Ian Payne, past-President
South Asia Institute for Advanced Christian Studies
(SAIACS)
SAIACS is considering extension of its ministry in North
India. Church growth is documented so the school
considered expansion of its residential program. With
analysis, leaders were surprised to estimate that
enlargement of the existing program would lead to a deﬁcit of about 12%
of incremental costs, and require signiﬁcant capital investment. This,
along with factors related to the objectives of prospective students, led
to consideration of alternative means for expansion, including a hybrid,
residential-distance program.
Not only are economic realities poorly understood by school leaders
and donors, they are under-appreciated by students. Although tuition
covers only a portion of the cost of education, students typically view it as
expensive and search for relief. They do so with little sense for the generosity
already provided by the school and its donors. This robs students of the
encouragement of being surrounded by the Church as they are formed for
ministry.
Each student presents an opportunity for generosity. In recognition of his
or her calling and value to the Church, the school and its donors provide a
gift to form the prospective leader for service. However, each student also
presents an investment choice. Is this student likely to impact the Church in
a manner consistent with the mission of the school and commensurate with
the investment in his or her formation? If mission drives us, the total number
of students and graduates matters only insofar as they are prepared for
vocations consistent with the mission of the school.
With this in mind – and to provide accurate information for leaders, students
and donors – we encourage schools to price tuition at full cost, then to grant
scholarships that enable students to attend. Scholarships would be based on
the likely impact of the student on the Church, the ability of the school to form
her/him for ministry, and the needs of the student.
It is important to consider that harsh economic realities will probably
become more challenging. Relatively low cost, technology-enabled programs
are growing almost everywhere. High quality free content is increasingly
available in many languages, and from reputable sources (e.g., Third
Millennium, Fuller Theological Seminary). Independent, charismatic, and
mega-churches – growing in many contexts – place less value on credentials
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than do traditional denominations. There is growth in demand for high-quality
theological education among Christian professionals, but they place a low
value on credentials so reduce the barrier to competition from non-formal and
non-accredited education. Also, support from Western denominations may
continue to decline as long-term missionaries retire.
Would any of you think of building a tower without ﬁrst sitting down and
calculating the cost to see whether he could afford to ﬁnish it? Otherwise,
if he has laid its foundation and then is not able to complete it, all the
onlookers will laugh at him.
‘There is the man’, they will say, ‘who started to build and could not
ﬁnish’. (Luke 14.28-30)
3.

Community: Sustainability & Learning

The community that makes up and surrounds a school – students, faculty,
alumni, local leaders, other theological institutions and faculty, donors –
enables the school to thrive and contribute to Jesus’ movement. Pressures of
each day lead administrators to focus on the immediate – the students and
faculty – but there is much more to consider.
Emiola Nihinlola, President
Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary (NBTS)
NBTS is exemplary in many ways, including the
community of encouragement and support that it
gathers. This reﬂects, in part, Nigeria’s distinctively
entrepreneurial culture. Perhaps it was also born of
necessity when Western support ended and Baptist
missionaries withdrew. Certainly, it reﬂects well on the innovative
qualities of the school and denominational leaders. Whatever the
reasons, NBTS attracts support from all over Nigeria as it forms vocational
pastors for the Nigerian Baptist Convention, then for the broader West
African Church. All this is facilitated by NBTS’ close relationship with
alumni. The annual pastors conference draws thousands for continuing
education and fellowship. A forum of the heads of theological institutions,
organized by NBTS, is held regularly and well attended. Speciﬁc projects
attract funding from inside Nigeria; e.g., alumni recently funded a
conference center and hostels for graduate students. The Baptist
Convention and its afﬁliated churches cover almost 80 percent of NBTS’
operating expenses.

19
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NBTS’ experience is not typical. Different cultures respond very differently
to participation challenges, of course, but much of NBTS’ success relates
to organization and effort. Few schools, in our experience, have an easily
accessible database for alumni and donors. Even fewer are in regular contact,
sharing concerns and requesting support and referrals to those who can
support the school with their talents, connections or funds.
This has implications for institutional health, of course, but development of a
community network is also important for education. As a ‘practice’ – theology,
teaching, being a pastor – implies continued learning. Other practices,
medicine for example, require it. Yet lifelong learning – a frequently afﬁrmed
value that too often seems more slogan than practice – is largely neglected
while schools focus on current programs and students. A primary reason for
developing the alumni network is to encourage graduates and to provide
experiences that enable continued learning and development.
Pursuing mission requires that school leaders consider the entire community
in which they participate and lead, including its needs for ongoing education
and formation, and opportunities to support the school in its mission.
4. Effective executive leaders are indispensable.
At one level, leadership concerns effective guidance and oversight for the
school, an economically fragile enterprise with an important mission. The
president (principal, vice chancellor, doyen) typically also teaches, contributes
to the scholarly community, represents the school when it attracts students,
faculty and resources, oversees the budget, and even guides construction
projects. Management ranks are thin and, as in all organizations, ultimate
responsibility rests on the chief executive.
Elizabeth Sendek, President
Colombia Biblical Seminary (FUSBC), Medellin
In 2010, the government of Colombia battled FARC, the
Marxist, drug-ﬁnanced force attempting to take over the
nation. Much of the conﬂict was centered in Medellin.
FUSBC was in severe ﬁnancial difﬁculty following
investment losses and years of deﬁcit spending.
Accounting and internal controls had failed. Elizabeth Sendek became
president and, with board and staff support, prepared a strategic survival
plan for 2011-16. In the midst of civil unrest, the school provided highquality education and a safe environment, sheltering faculty, students,
alumni and others. It became an alma mater, ‘nourishing mother’, in a
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very full sense. The survival plan worked and the school is now fairly
healthy, contributing to the Church in Colombia and working toward the
highest level of government accreditation. Elizabeth’s executive gifts
include the ability to prepare and follow a plan, to enlist and encourage
the support of the faculty and students, and to incarnate the school’s
welcome.
Leadership challenges extend beyond the walls of the school. In Colombia it
related to the evangelical movement in the midst of civil unrest. Schools are
often in difﬁcult circumstances, sometimes with opposition from numerical
majorities grounded in other religions, or in atheism. In a few cases, tribal
concerns and Church politics form head winds as resistant as alternative
faiths. As in Colombia, severe civil unrest and war have recently challenged
leaders in Central African Republic, Cote d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Egypt, Lebanon, Nigeria, Sri Lanka and Ukraine – home to over half
the schools we have been working with as part of the Vital SustainAbility
Initiative.
Church governance and guidance is an increasing challenge. Western
missionaries are withdrawing from the ﬁeld, along with their administration
and funding. With few exceptions, denominational distinctions and clout
are declining. Mega-churches grow in almost every region, typically led by
charismatic preachers and functional specialists who place limited value
on traditional academic credentials. Some are proponents of questionable
theology, most notably the prosperity gospel. Non-formal education is
increasingly available, and popular. These trends extend the Church, often
in surprising and creative ways, but evangelicals globally have been slow to
organize new local structures to steer the Church in these often challenging
waters.
The point is not, of course, that schools should provide formal church
governance. However, we evangelicals often miss the Biblical function of
the bishop: the wise overseer and shepherd of the Church – which needs
its shepherds! If not schools of theology and their faculties, who will be the
theological guides? If not the executive leader of the school of theology, who
will marshal and encourage faculty resources?
The job of school leadership is valuable and wide ranging, typically fulﬁlled
by gifted women and men who were trained in theology and education. They
need encouragers, friends who listen and provide occasional guidance, and
mentors concerned for their development. This sort of support is among the
most important roles for peers and trustees. Leadership is a gift from God, a
discipline to be developed and practiced, and a role to be cherished, valued
21
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and encouraged, as part of the Church.
Keep watch over yourselves and over all the ﬂock of which the Holy Spirit
has given you charge, as shepherds of the church of the Lord. (Acts 20.28)
Theological education is important because it is an important element of the
Church, focused on formation of its leaders and prophets. Tools related to
formulation of strategy and planning can contribute to the distinctive value of
each school, and to its ongoing vitality and sustainability.
INSIGHTS JOURNAL

Note of Appreciation: To each leader of a partner-school for being our client, for
educating us in your context and bearing with us when our lack of understanding
was evident, for exploring ideas and sharing insights, and for your hospitality. To
the ﬁve generous but anonymous foundations that enabled this work, for sharing
your ideas, and for your concern for the mission of each school and its leaders. To
our friends and colleagues at Overseas Council for the opportunity to work with
you these past few years.
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Appendix: An Example

_____________________________________________________

The Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary (NBTS) has given us permission
to share from their long-range plan, which they distilled to seven goals, each
supported by objectives, sub-objectives, and tasks for 2016-20. The seven goals
are unique to NBTS and involve change from past practice. Speciﬁcs are not,
therefore, directly applicable to another school but we hope the example is helpful
to those developing strategy.
NBTS language is in italics; an underline indicates a primary challenge area.
Explanatory comments follow each objective.
1.

Lead the NBC seminary network for theological education, for the Nigerian
church (not limited to Nigerian Baptists).
NBTS, the graduate school for the Baptist Convention, will regularly convene
leaders of the Baptist system for theological education to consider its shared
role within the Church, and to encourage one another. Also, to the extent it is
welcomed, NBTS will network with other denominations to share in ministry
and exchange faculty, and will deliberately offer education to leaders from
other Christian denominations.
To continue the example: Two objectives support this goal, one focused
on rectors of other Baptist schools, the other on leaders from other
denominations. Each objective has three supporting sub-objectives with
anticipated tasks. The individual or department responsible is identiﬁed.
Sequence is deﬁned for the current year and four more, with greater speciﬁcity
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and detail in the ﬁrst year than in following periods. Each of the seven goals
(#2-6 below) is described and detailed in this manner. In total, seven goals are
supported by 41 objectives and hundreds of sub-objectives and tasks.
2. Form leaders for the Nigerian church through growing and focused enrollment
for vocational formation as pastors, teachers for theological institutions
& professionals.
To its traditional focus on pastors and teachers, NBTS will add programs for
Christian professionals to enable them to become more effective reﬂections of
their faith at work.
3.

Guide the Nigerian church, theologically and prophetically, in critical areas
facing the church and society, including: materialism & corruption, sexuality,
creation care, peacemaking, and urbanization – and equip the church for its
ministry among Muslims.
These are explicit priorities for development of NBTS capabilities and, in
several cases, its prophetic voice within the Church. Each involves faculty and
curricular development.

4. Develop the NBTS faculty for its mission to form leaders for the church
& society, and to guide the church theologically (20-25 new faculty, plus
development of current).
As a large school with a number of retiring faculty, NBTS faces a major
challenge in faculty development – roughly half of the faculty are to be hired
in the next few years.
An observation: Faculty development, generally, is among the most
challenging and strategic elements of a school’s plan. It requires careful
long-range reﬂection, considering the calling of both the school and the
prospective faculty member. However, faculty development is rarely taken
up in a systematic manner, considering what new expertise is required to
address prioritized topics, growth in the number of students, new programs,
retirements and normal turnover, and a sequence among prospects to obtain
advanced degrees. Only a few schools provide for ongoing development
of faculty members in research or in pedagogy. Also, faculty compensation
at some schools is not adequate to assure focus on the institution and its
mission. All these elements go into a comprehensive plan.
5.

Reformulate curriculum & pedagogy, in the context of implementing
technology (shifts: teacher to student-centered, include leaders other than
pastors, integrate technology).
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NBTS has been quite traditional but believes that technology is underutilized, and that a more student-centered approach will be more effective
and formative. Also, as the school brings in more students focused on civil
leadership, the perspective of faculty will need to be broadened from its
current focus on pastors.
6. Modernize Ogbomosho site and facilities to emphasize the beauty of creation,
with particular attention to Nigerian historical & architectural distinctives… as
well as to maintenance and hospitality.
The site, developed originally by Baptist missionaries, needs development
and renovation, and to be better supported by ongoing maintenance. This will
be guided by development of a master plan for the site.
7.

Assure the sustainability and continued vitality of NBTS, considering…
partnerships, mobilize alumni and the network of churches, proposal writing,
wealthy Nigerians, board sponsorship, business manager for 3rd stream
activities.
These are priorities for fund raising to enable development of the school for
its mission.

Larry A. Smith
Larry Smith, President of SCHOLAR LEADERS INTERNATIONAL , spent years counseling
multi-national corporations on strategy and organizational effectiveness.
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Faculty as Institutional Citizens:
An Invisible but Essential
Aspect of Vital Sustainability
TITE TIÉNOU
RESEARCH PROFESSOR AND DEAN EMERITUS,
TRINITY EVANGELICAL DIVINITY SCHOOL, DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS (USA)

In light of the foregoing understanding and building on Braskamp and Ory’s
assertion regarding the role of citizenship for academic institutions, this essay
explores the nature, importance, and value of academic or institutional citizenship
for theological education. It suggests that fostering a culture where faculty
members thrive as institutional citizens is an essential and necessary aspect
of vital sustainability. This exploration of the topic of academic or institutional
citizenship will consider four issues. First, it brieﬂy examines the community
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In their study entitled The Impact of New Public Management on Academic
Citizenship: A Case Study of the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg,
South Africa, Sharareh Ani and Lina Persson state that “[a]cademic citizenship
is a relatively new theory that has not yet been studied in any depth” (2016,
14). To support their claims, they reference Shils (1997), Macfarlane (2007), and
Havergal (2015). Notably absent from this list is the contribution made by Larry
A. Braskamp and John C. Ory in their book Assessing Faculty Work: Enhancing
Individual and Institutional Performance (1994). In the chapter on “Deﬁning
Faculty Work,” Braskamp and Ory note that “[t]he work of the faculty is difﬁcult to
describe, deﬁne, or classify” before proposing the following “four-part scheme”
as a summary of that work: “teaching, research and creative activity, practice
and professional service and citizenship” (1994, 35). These authors suggest
“citizenship” as “a separate category” in order “to highlight its signiﬁcance
in faculty life and work,” and they contend that “citizenship is necessary for
institutional effectiveness” (1994, 48). For them the “[i]nstitutional contributions
[of citizenship] include work that facilitates and promotes the growth and
development of the institution” (p. 49). For the purposes of this essay, academic
or institutional citizenship is understood as the behavior and practices of faculty
members that promote and strengthen their ﬁt within institutional culture and
contribute to personal and institutional well-being.
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dimension of academic institutions. Second, it argues that community requires
citizenship. Third, it reviews some factors inhibiting or complicating the thriving
of citizenship in academic institutions. Fourth, it urges leaders of theological
institutions to give careful attention to the promotion and cultivation of academic
citizenship.
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Citizenship and Community in Academic Institutions

______________________

Beginning an essay on academic citizenship by considering community may
surprise some readers. After all, in most cases, persons join the collective entity
called “the faculty” on the basis of their expertise, teaching abilities, and/
or scholarly contributions. Seldom emphasized is the idea that candidates for
faculty positions are invited to join a community. Yet, as Michèle Lamont notes,
“[t]he Latin word academia refers to a community dedicated to higher learning.
At its center are colleagues who are generally deﬁned as ‘peers’ or ‘equals’, and
whose opinions shape shared deﬁnitions of quality” (2009, 2). Braskamp and Ory
(1994) and John B. Bennett (2008) express similar ideas regarding the community
dimension of academic institutions.
For Braskamp and Ory, “[i]nstitutions of higher education are communities of
learning and teaching, discovery, discourse and development, and creative
expression” (1994, 48). They elaborate further:
Citizenship cannot be examined without examining community. The
fundamental question of education is not ‘What will I do?’ which is asked in
reference to one’s profession; the fundamental question of education is ‘Who
will I be?’ and that is a question that can only be asked in the framework of
community. To the extent that the university fails as an exemplary community,
it fails in its educational mission. (1994, 48)
They contend that “[a] sense of community becomes a means to enhance teaching
and learning,” is “critical to faculty development,” and “provides motivation and
meaning to the members” (1994, 49).
The preceding observations and statements merit careful attention today. If, for
example, leaders of theological education institutions were convinced that “a
sense of community […] enhance[s] teaching and learning”, they would attend to
the necessity of facilitating sustained conversation. Convinced that conversation
is essential to community, I helped the implementation of two small practices at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School: serving a meal before faculty meetings and
a yearly week-end retreat for faculty and spouses. For the faculty meetings, the
venue was changed to a beautiful room with round tables with table cloths. Faculty
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are encouraged to come before the meeting time so that they can enjoy their food
while having conversations with colleagues. The yearly week-end retreat usually
takes place in the spring in a nice and restful setting, at no cost to the faculty.
The format of the retreat, with limited scheduled programming, provides ample
time for rest, relaxation and time for unhurried and unplanned conversations.
Many faculty members have expressed great appreciation for the value of these
practices. One faculty member commented that these illustrate the importance
of hospitality in our common life and work. Would that the observations and
statements above became the subject of deliberate conversation among leaders of
institutions of theological education.
In his book Academic Life: Hospitality, Ethics, and Spirituality (2008), Bennett
devotes chapter seven to “Community and Covenant.” He argues against
understanding community as “collectivism” or “aggregation.” (pp. 142-143) He
proposes “the healthy collegium” as a more suitable description of community as
it pertains to academic life (pp. 143-144). He writes:
In contrast to collectives and aggregations, the healthy collegium is a
community of real individuals linked through mutual relationships. It is the
locus for the joint transformation of possible educational goods into actual
ones. Members are bound together by a love of learning and by the conviction
that how they foster learning is important. […] Mutual commitment is the
decisive unifying factor – not location, space, or class name. (2008, 143. Italics
in the original)
These scholars’ work provides a very brief consideration of the community
dimension of academic institutions. Community, it appears, has implications for
signiﬁcant aspects of academic institutions. Especially in regards to the faculty,
community, we have seen, highlights the importance of mutuality in relationships
for the enhancement of education, “provides motivation and meaning,” and
facilitates faculty development. For these reasons community is essential for the
quality of the faculty’s contribution to the mission of any institution. However,
community does not happen by itself. It requires the deliberate practice of
citizenship by its members. In academic institutions, the practice of citizenship is
especially important for the success of those entering as assistant professors and
whose graduate studies have seldom prepared them to work for a boss and with
colleagues on tasks beyond teaching and research. During my years of service as
Dean, in addresses to entering PhD students, I called attention to non-glamorous
aspects of the professoriate such as getting along with others and participation at
faculty and committee meetings.
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Citizenship and Community

_______________________________________________

According to Braskamp and Ory, as noted above, “[c]itizenship is necessary
for institutional effectiveness” (1994, 48) because, as Macfarlane says, “[m]
embership of a community … implies obligations or duties of kinship in
reciprocation of the beneﬁts which membership brings” (2007, 114). Thus
far the word “citizenship” has received a relatively abstract treatment. What
is citizenship? A more general deﬁnition of citizenship offers useful context
for the speciﬁcs of academic citizenship. Dominique Leydet begins his entry
“Citizenship,” contributed to The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, with the
following sentence: “A citizen is a member of a political community who enjoys the
rights and assumes the duties of membership” (2017, 1). According to the author
there are three aspects to citizenship: “citizenship as legal status,” citizenship
as political agency, and “citizenship as membership in a political community”
(207, 2). The ﬁrst aspect, “legal status,” emphasizes the “civil, political and social
rights” of members; the second draws attention to citizens’ involvement and
participation in political life, and the third points to the “identity” dimension of
citizenship. Academic citizenship encompasses all three aspects of citizenship.
As a category related to faculty life and work, academic citizenship tends to be
subsumed under the “service” aspect of the well-known tri-partite division of
faculty work, the other two being “teaching” and “research” (Bennett 2008;
Hendrickson, Lane, Harris, and Dorman 2013; Macfarlane 2007). Braskamp and
Ory, as noted above, prefer making “citizenship” an addition to teaching, research,
and service. This difference of opinion does not affect the importance of academic
citizenship for the vitality of institutional mission and life. Regardless of how
one positions academic citizenship within the totality of faculty work, it “means
a willingness to work with others, take part in projects and so on” (Macfarlane
2007, 114) and “requires faculty to acknowledge their role in society as a political
one and that their daily practices – their ‘work’ —has an effect on the students,
faculty, administrators, and other citizens with whom they interact” (Kuntz 2006,
6). Academic citizenship captures the societal dimension of faculty work. As
Bennett notes, “[e]ducation is a profoundly social enterprise – private moments
are necessary, but are preceded and followed by public moments” (2008,
xiv). Teaching and research, therefore, cannot sufﬁciently address the “social
enterprise” aspect of education.
Theological education cannot afford too much emphasis on the teaching and
research aspects of faculty work. All individuals involved in theological education
need no convincing as to the societal dimension of faculty work. They know that their
institutions exist to serve the Church and society. Why, then, has academic citizenship
remained relatively invisible in conversations among theological educators? . The next
section will review some factors inhibiting the ﬂourishing of academic citizenship.
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Factors Inhibiting Academic Citizenship

Studies of the university as it currently operates usually point to its origins in the
European Middle Ages in order to highlight its varied organizational patterns. We
need not dwell on this here. Most simply, the medieval European university and
the current one (globally) have this characteristic in common: they are a system of
organization where rights and privileges related to authority are given to a group
of individuals (the faculty). In that sense, “colleges and universities are unique
organizations” that can be described as “organized anarchies, loosely coupled
systems, and professional bureaucracies” (Hendrickson, Lane, Harris, and Dorman
2013, 29). To clarify these three widely disparate terms, not usually taken together
as part of higher education, Hendrickson, Lane, Harris and Dorman add further
comments. We will consider the ones made regarding universities as “organized
anarchies” and “professional bureaucracies.”
Hendrickson, Lane, Harris, and Dorman suggest that “academic organizations”
as “organized anarchies” have “three common characteristics”: “a high degree
of goal ambiguity,” “decision-making processes [that] are not clear,” and “ﬂuid”
“participation in the decision-making process” (2013, 29. Italics in the original).
On the other hand, they note that academic “organizations have been commonly
considered professional bureaucracies because of the dominance of the
operating core in which faculty members are hired because of their professional
knowledge and given a high degree of autonomy to perform their work” (2013,
30). Educational institutions, such as theological seminaries, may function like
“organized anarchies” or “professional bureaucracies” without being universities.
Can academic citizenship ﬂourish in the presence of these characteristics in
any kind of institutional life, particularly within a theological school? Without
a careful assessment of its ethos, any academic institution can, unwittingly,
become a system that inhibits the development of a culture where citizenship
is valued because of this inherent tension between anarchy and bureaucracy. It
was with the foregoing in mind that in September 2005 I invited John Harris, then
Associate Provost for Quality Assessment at Samford University in Birmingham,
Alabama, to address faculty on aspects of educational institutions. I often reﬂect
on one question he asked faculty to consider, “Are we a bureaucracy of disparate
departments handing out our specialties?” This question can serve as a starting
point in institutional conversations on academic citizenship.
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Academic citizenship, we have seen, is not a new idea. Yet, at best, it is unevenly
practiced in educational institutions in general and in theological schools in
particular. This is due to multiple factors, especially the following: the nature
of the university and its inﬂuence on similar institutions, including theological
schools; the formation of scholars and its implications for faculty work; and the
rewards system attendant to the professoriate.
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The formation of scholars further complicates the blossoming of academic
citizenship. Scholarship usually refers to the professional knowledge for which
individuals are hired to join a faculty. Persons become scholars through a rigorous
process of education where they acquire knowledge and expertise. During this
process, they also embrace the academy’s cultural values. One such value is
allegiance to one’s discipline. Hendrickson, Lane, Harris, and Dorman caution
that “[a]llegiance to disciplinary culture embraced through graduate education…
can be a barrier to faculty members’ fulﬁllment of the mission of the institution
that employs them” (2013, 312). In institutional life, allegiance to a discipline may
foster what Bennett describes as “insistent individualism” (2008). Consequently,
although “[s]cholarship is a social and communal activity” (Shulman 2008, xi),
faculty members as scholars may not value the community dimension involved in
academic citizenship unless their institution intentionally fosters a different value
system.
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In many academic institutions, the rewards system of the professoriate favors
teaching and research. Promotion, tenure, and ﬁnancial beneﬁts normally depend
upon excellence in teaching and research output. Academic citizenship does not
usually account for much in the tenure portfolio, for example. In their study of the
University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa, Ani and Persson found
that there was “no ﬁnancial recognition or reward system for academic citizenship
at the university” and that the “workload model” fails to account for academic
citizenship (2016, 42, 43). This is not a unique situation.
This section of the essay has reviewed three factors inhibiting academic
citizenship. The nature of the university, the formation of scholars, and the rewards
system of the professoriate do, indeed, constitute challenges to the ﬂourishing
of academic citizenship. These challenges offer opportunities to leaders of
theological schools.
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Promoting Academic Citizenship in Theological Education:
Some Suggestions ________________________________________________________
This section considers opportunities for promoting academic citizenship in
theological education in light of the question raised above: why has academic
citizenship remained relatively invisible as a topic of conversation among
theological educators, especially in Majority World settings? The factors just
reviewed may offer insights as to possible answers. Overall, however, one can only
make observations based on experience in the absence of documentary evidence.
Based on more than three decades of involvement as a theological educator in a
variety of contexts, my sense is that, in many instances, community is taken as a
given in Majority World theological education. Consequently, academic citizenship
does not rise to the level of a critical issue. In light of the ideas expressed thus
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far in this essay, I urge theological educators to give careful attention to the
promotion of academic citizenship in their institutions.
The promotion of academic citizenship must begin with a clearly articulated
institutional deﬁnition of academic citizenship. Second, academic citizenship
should be incorporated into the criteria for promotion (see The University of York’s
2016-2017 “Promotion of Academic, Research and Teaching Staff: Criteria and
Procedures,” available online at: http://www.york.ac.uk/about/departments/
support-and-admin/registrars-secretary/academic-promotions/). Third, for
institutions with PhD programs, the cultivation of academic citizenship must be
integrated into the formation of the next generation of scholars. In my experience,
this can begin with intentional and ongoing conversations with PhD students
as to the importance of “ﬁt” when they enter the process of being hired, and
suggestions that they familiarize themselves with works on academic citizenship
while they are students. From there, institutions may implement a more formal
approach to the cultivation of academic citizenship in doctoral programs.
Theological schools are academic, spiritual and religious communities whose
vitality depends on the ongoing practice of virtues that enhance the collegiality
necessary for the success of their institutional missions. Academic citizenship as
it pertains to current and future faculty is essential to the vital sustainability of
theological education everywhere.
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_______________________________________________________________

Introduction

The business dictionary deﬁnes system as “(1) A set of detailed methods,
procedures and routines created to carry out a speciﬁc activity, perform a duty,
or solve a problem; and (2) An organized, purposeful structure that consists
of interrelated and interdependent elements (components, entities, factors,
members, parts etc.). These elements continually inﬂuence one another (directly
or indirectly) to maintain their activity and the existence of the system, in order to
achieve the goal of the system.”1
The dictionary further states that “At the most basic level, systems are divided into
two categories: (1) Closed systems: theoretical systems that do not interact with
the environment and are not inﬂuenced by its surroundings. Only the components
within the system are signiﬁcant. Example: a sealed jar--nothing enters or exits
the jar, but whatever is inside can interact. (2) Open systems: real-world systems
whose boundaries allow exchanges of energy, material, and information with the
larger external environment or system in which they exist”.
A theological school is an open system, much like a living organism. This
metaphor can help institutional leaders understand the importance of some
principles in the use of systems in their role as administrators. Organisms need
1

http://www.businessdictionary.com/deﬁnition/system.html
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Schools need systems to function, but not all institutions have had an opportunity
to develop them in ways that serve the mission of the school. The following
summarizes three primary systems required for effective administration as well
as links and suggestions for free or low cost, readily available alternatives to help
schools meet their needs.
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basic resources to maintain life. For example, the human organism needs food.
Of course, humans need other resources and a proper environment to survive as
all organisms do, but for this simple exercise let us restrain our thinking to the
idea of the essential need for nutrients. Although the digestive system is primary,
the process includes and impacts the various systems of the body - circulatory,
nervous, musculoskeletal, respiratory, endocrine, reproductive and immune.2
These interconnected and interdependent systems work together for the sake of
the vitality of the body. Using this metaphor, systems of the school work together
in service to the mission of the institution. Strong administrative support means
that students learn better, professors teach better, and things work more smoothly
in pursuit of the school’s mission (see also Hardy, 2017).
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Three systems have particular importance for administrators as they lead the
school in pursuit of its mission: academics, ﬁnances, and donor engagement.
Although each has its own characteristics and can run in standalone platforms,
the systems have a close relationship with each other and will require points
of integration for things to work well. We will consider how they contribute,
individually and collectively, to the mission of the school. As tools implemented
for a speciﬁc purpose, leaders will need to continually measure them against their
objectives, revising, evaluating, renewing or reafﬁrming their usefulness in light of
changes and challenges of the context.
As managers or stewards of a Christian ministry must be wise as they employ the
best resources and tools available, including technology. Departmental leaders
will organize and process data so that meaningful reports can be generated that
will inform both the long-term strategic and daily operational decisions of the
administration.
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Organizing the Organism: The Purpose of Systems

________________________

Different from the human body that has involuntary systems that keep the
whole organism functioning, a school has interdependent systems that require
organization. Under the deﬁnition above, a system consists of “detailed methods,
procedures, and routines.” References and standards help the institution work
coherently, moving in the same direction or fulﬁll its mission. The opposite scenario
would mirror the book of judges - each individual doing whatever he or she has in
mind, for private purposes, yet within the same organism. The result of that would
be the collapse of the institution. Instead, each of the administrative departments
has its own function, activities, objectivities, and outputs, but each one is part of a
whole and should work together for the beneﬁt of the institution. Clearly deﬁned
expectations related to skills, tasks, standards, outputs, and team structure help
2

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-human-body-systems
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each member of the staff know its role and contribution to the whole.
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Established systems provide stability to the institution and allow ministry to
continue in times of transition or crisis. Many institutions in the Majority World
live with increased levels of volatility, and contexts change and bring new
surprises. Established systems help the school continue to function well. Note,
that organizational systems are not synonymous with restricting, hindering
or impeding work, although some have governing functions. We must guard
against bureaucracy,3 which often makes an operation slow, ineffective, or even
impossible. The goal here is to develop an organized school and not a bureaucratic
organism. The methods, procedures, and routines have the objective of organizing
the institution in service to its mission.

__ Academic Systems: Promoting the Formation of Leaders Within the Church

Special cases, such as subject fails and dismissals, student transfers from
other institutions, and other events can add to the complexity of the system.
Accrediting bodies or government ofﬁces may also have reporting requirements
that the school must track. Most often, those agencies require ofﬁcial reports
and an updated record of enrolled and graduated students. As the number of
requirements, students, and offerings increase, so does the need for a system that
can help the institution track these numbers.
Both the school and the student need certain records and reports. For the student,
the primary need is the transcript, which shows the academic history of the student,
with the courses and grades completed during the time of their enrollment.
Moreover, demonstrating the interconnected nature of the systems in the
“body” of the school, most institutions will not release ofﬁcial documents to the
student until they have been cleared by other departments including ﬁnances,
housing, and the library. Therefore, keeping the database up to date requires the
3
Bureaucracy is deﬁned as a system of administration distinguished by its (1) clear hierarchy of
authority, (2) rigid division of labor, (3) written and inﬂexible rules, regulations, and procedures,
and (4) impersonal relationships. Once instituted, bureaucracies are difﬁcult to dislodge or
change. See http://www.businessdictionary.com/deﬁnition/bureaucracy.html.
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The academic system includes those activities related to students, courses, and
the library. The educational service of forming leaders for the church – most often
as pastors, missionaries, and other forms of Christian service is often organized
into certiﬁcate and degree programs according to particular objectives and levels
of formation. Each program can have various courses and within each course,
many subjects. Excluding online learning platforms for the moment, the most
pressing needs from an institutional standpoint include enrollment, attendance,
and grades.
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collaboration of various academic departments and people. It will require input
from the registrar, secretaries, deans, and teachers who are responsible for the daily
allocation of information. For this reason, computerized systems are most effective.
Purchasing a software package that can handle all of the school administration
can be quite expensive in both its initial customization and its ongoing
maintenance. Some institutions hire a programmer to develop a simple system
that will serve the purpose of the school. Idiosyncratic systems have a certain risk
if the initial programmer is not available for updating or ﬁxing the system which
may be required if the school reconﬁgures their hardware or updates operating
systems over time. Some free options also exist.4 Most do not provide all of the
tools needed in an integrated fashion, which may mean more work for the school
in bringing records together or producing data output.
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The library requires its own system for cataloging and tracking books and other
learning resources. Ideally, the institution will adopt an international platform that
allows interchanges between libraries. For instance, adopting the Dewey Decimal
Classiﬁcation, Library of Congress Classiﬁcation System, or the Universal Decimal
Classiﬁcation5 helps with regard to the interchange with other library systems.
Quite a few institutions have adopted Integrated Library Systems (ILS), which are
available on the internet.6 Effective systems allow for internal organization, as
well as engagement with other local libraries, when appropriate.
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Financial Systems: Tracking the Money

___________________________________

Perhaps the most sensitive, but also the most important system for the school is
tracking institutional ﬁnances. Many schools struggle with ﬁnancial pressure, and
school leaders must have up to date, understandable information to make decisions.
Therefore, a good system is critical in service to the mission of the school.
At the most basic level, the ﬁnancial system provides an accounting of revenue
and expenditures - the ﬂow of money. Ideally, it all starts with a plan or a budget
that constitutes a reference for setting priorities, managing expected expenses,
and projecting income sources. On the revenue side, theological schools usually
have three primary sources of income: tuition, donations, and third-stream income
projects.7 From a business perspective, a theological school sells educational
4

See the following post: https://blog.capterra.com/the-top-6-free-school-administration-software.
OCLC is a non-proﬁt global library cooperative that provides shared technology and other services.
Their website explains the Dewey Decimal Classiﬁcation (https://www.oclc.org/en/dewey.html).
6
Learn more at http://www.koha.org and https://evergreen-ils.org.
7
“Third stream” income refers to revenue generating projects that sever the school beyond the ﬁrst
two usual income streams of tuition and donations. Successful third stream revenue may come from
building or land rental, operating a guesthouse or other hospitably services, sale of goods, or other
services owned and generated by the school.
5
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services organized in courses with the primary direct source of income comes
through tuition. However, tuition almost never covers the entire cost of the
program, usually subsidizing less than half of the total expenses required to
operate the school.
Donations, therefore, are almost always needed and have historically played an
intricate role in the support of Christian ministries. Donations may come through
institutional (e.g., foundations, churches, charities) or individual supporters and
are often designated for speciﬁc projects, scholarships, or general operating
income. Donations often require a unique effort by the school in developing
relationships with the donors, ongoing communication, and tracking contributions.
Because of this particular need, we will address this topic under the heading of
the development system.
Finally, “third-stream” represents all other sources of income that ﬂow into the
school beyond tuition and donations. Not every school has developed these
sources, and their contribution and effectiveness in meeting the revenue needs
of the school vary considerably. Appropriate third-stream projects are directly
related to the school’s context and physical resources. The most successful also
have human resources that allow for sound management of the projects so that
they generate enough proﬁt to warrant the time and energy needed to run them.
In some instances, third-stream revenue can make a signiﬁcant contribution to
the budget.8 All of these revenue sources need to be tracked, controlled, and
managed for the sake of the vitality of the institution.
On the expenditure side, theological schools often work across at least
three major categories including academic, administrative and development
departments. Academic expenses are often the greatest, perhaps account for
50% to 80% of the total budget. Academic expenses would include teaching
salaries, course management, direct student expenses, and the library. General
administration expenses include the personnel and services needed to support
the educational enterprise, including the infrastructure (buildings and utilities like
water, electricity, etc.), maintenance, bank fees, governmental taxes, insurance,
security, and the like. The ﬁnal area includes expenses related to raising funds for
the school, as well as items such as marketing and communications.
Good accounting practices will have signiﬁcantly more categories and line
items for both income and expense, and schools should operate at the highest
standards possible. However, the executive leadership of the school needs a
different set of information than just a balance sheet or proﬁt and loss report.
A good system allows for both the detailed accounting of tuition, donation,
8

see Heliso (2015) for a case study in Ethiopia.
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sales, and other revenue streams, as well as the expenses including payments,
purchases, contracts, depreciated assets, and investments. Also, it can help
generate consolidated summaries and reports according to the cost centers of
the school, in reference to the budget and other projections, to guide decisions
that will help keep the institution ﬁnancially healthy. One of the most common
tools used for this purpose is Microsoft Excel or the correspondent free software
called OpenOfﬁce.9 Even though Excel does not work as an integrated system,
the application works with tables and spreadsheets and can easily apply
mathematic functions to data. A readily available and relatively inexpensive tool
is Quickbooks10 that provides both accounting capacity and the ability to generate
reports and export data easily into excel. Other similar programs exist in various
locations and may also be suitable. The important factors for the ﬁnancial system
are the accounting capability along with the capacity to export data and generate
reports along cost centers that are useful for management of the school.
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Development or Advancement Systems:
Developing Partners for Sustainability ____________________________________
As mentioned before, donations constitute one of the most important revenue
sources for nearly every Christian ministry. From the cash ﬂow perspective, the
ﬁnancial system manages donations. However, given the need for tracking people
and institutional relationships, the development (or advancement, or fundraising)
department beneﬁts from a dedicated system. The ﬁnancial system tracks
all donations, most commonly found across a set of categories that includes:
individuals, churches, foundations, trusts and governmental agencies. Due to the
combination of activities demanded by the work in development or fundraising, the
system must manage contact information, communication records, ﬁnancial data.
Furthermore, a well-functioning system can send alerts, produce reports and help
staff responsible for raising funds in their work.
Many theological institutions have relatively small donor bases and therefore a
fairly simple, even manual system, can be used. However, if the institution intends
to grow its development work by, for example, reaching alumni and the churches
represented by them, the use of a software application may be the best choice. Free
fundraising software, with respective pros, cons, and limitations can be found and
implemented.11 Another option is to use an inexpensive, retail application designed
for similar purposes. A good example is Salesforce12, that is a software based on
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) technology. In reality, this option is an
9
10
11
12

Learn more at https://www.openofﬁce.org.
Learn more at https://quickbooks.intuit.com.
Learn more at https://blog.capterra.com/free-fundraising-software.
Learn more at https://www.salesforce.com
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adaptation of the sales-customers relationship into a contribution-donor approach,
and a version for non-proﬁts exists. One advantage of using ready-made software
– whether something like Salesforce, Quickbooks (which have the capacity to
integrate with each other, simplifying donor tracking), or their counterparts, is that
the companies the develop the applications provide upgrades and customer support
over time. In many cases, the off the shelf version can be adapted or modiﬁed to ﬁt
the speciﬁc needs of the school.

_______________________________________________

Integration and Other Issues

A utopian approach would have the academic system that controls all areas
related to the life of the student (courses, classes, grades, transcripts, etc.)
interconnected with the library system that controls borrowed books, linked to
the ﬁnancial system that manages tuition payment, related to the development
system that communicates opportunities of contributions to the school. However,
the more likely approach will favor practical use over costly design and utilize
personnel in the integration.
Even more important than identifying the appropriate combination of software
and computer applications is ﬁnding well-trained people who can implement the
system according to its purpose within the school. This seems to be a constant
challenge for many schools of theology. Unfortunately, theological schools struggle
with the lack of skilled personnel in management. Historically, in Majority World
countries, most schools were founded by missionary agencies, denominations,
local churches or pastors, who generally had little experience in managing the
administrative, or business, aspects of the school. Training in theology and pastoral
ministry has tended to meet academic needs but left many executive leaders
struggling in the areas of ﬁnancial and operational management. Many effective
leaders grow and develop in such skills but can beneﬁt greatly by hiring skilled
accountants, administrative managers, and dedicated development staff.
As critical components of the mission of the Church, theological schools must be
well managed as part of the stewardship of Kingdom resources. Even if we avoid a
direct comparison with secular businesses, theological schools have many points
39
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The second deﬁnition of system speaks about a “purposeful structure that
consists of interrelated and interdependent elements that continually inﬂuence
one another.” So far, only three of the essential systems have been considered.
However, thinking about the school as an organism, all individual systems are also
part of a bigger system, and they should be integrated. Few, however, can afford, or
implement one integrated computerized system that meets all the needs. Therefore,
a more feasible solution could be developing other procedures and routines that will
help the staff of the school to link and integrate the independent systems.
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of contact with that kind of organization and much can be learned from that sector.
In this sense, the use of academic, ﬁnancial and development systems are a good
start, along with hiring skilled people with proper training and support for their
jobs. As part of the strategic leadership of the school, executives must assume the
responsibility to guide the institution to a stage of best management procedures
that will allow for long-term viability and sustainability.
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_______________________________________________________________

Introduction

___________________________________________________

Preaching in Buddhism

Theravada Buddhism refers to preaching as the transmission of the dharma
(dharma-desana), a practice with great spiritual and moral signiﬁcance for the
Buddhist. At the very beginning of his ministry, Buddha deemed it was important
to share his enlightened knowledge with others. He then journeyed on foot over
one hundred and ﬁfty miles from Buddhagaya to Benares to preach his dharma.
Throughout his life, Buddha travelled in Kosala and Magadha preaching the
doctrine. Thus began an unbroken history of the tradition of Buddhist preaching
(bana) that has lasted more than two thousand years. The Buddhist texts say that
Buddha sent his ﬁrst disciples in various directions as messengers of truth to preach
and teach what he had discovered for the welfare and happiness of all beings.

___________________________________________________________________

Purpose

The foundation of Buddhist doctrine is the Triple Gem: Buddha (Enlightened
One), Dharma (teaching of the Buddha) and Sangha (the assembly of monks).
In Buddhist religious preaching, the Sangha impart this knowledge to the laity.
Buddhists utilize preaching for public instruction and as an educational instrument
focusing the listener on religious and moral aspects of living. Listening to Buddhist
41
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In Sri Lanka, Buddhist preaching ﬁlls the air throughout the day in preaching
halls, public ceremonies, on TV, and even over the radios in taxi cabs. For two
thousand years, preaching has shaped not only the devotees of Buddhism but
also the culture of Sri Lanka. The following will describe the practice of preaching
in Buddhism as well as some of the comparisons and contrasts with the Christian
practice and what the Church might learn from the homiletic approach of our
Buddhist neighbours.
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preaching is considered an act of merit (punyakarma), at the same time it is a
constant reminder to the lay people to live moral and ethical lives. In this way, the
laity considers listening to preaching as materially and spiritually rewarding, and
beneﬁcial for the present and future, both in this world and the next. It also is a
method to preserve the social ties between laity and monks with future material
and spiritual rewards for both parties. Buddhist preaching begins by chanting the
Five Precepts as another lesson in the virtuous life. Preaching inspires the laity to
avoid bad karma in life and engage in good karma to gain a better life in the future.
The core concepts of Buddhist ethics, morality, and social values are re-imposed
through preaching, helping listeners achieve contentment and happiness.
Listening to preaching has merit that takes on a salviﬁc value in Buddhism with
beneﬁts for both the laity who hear and the sangha who preach.
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Invitation

_________________________________________________________________

Paying respect to a Buddha is indispensable in Buddhism. As the second person
of the Triple Gem, the sangha is also respected and even venerated. Preaching is
a part of Buddhist monks’ parish obligations, but Buddhist monks do not preach
without a formal invitation, offered in either public or private. When there is a
possibility of large numbers in attendance at an event, an educated, well-known
Buddhist monk may be invited for the occasion, with an announcement made
through a printed advertisement.
Lay Buddhists listen to sermons delivered by monks with great enthusiasm
and with reverence both to the dharma and the sangha. The sangha is called
punnakketa (ﬁeld of merit) where one could sow seeds of merit and reap good
harvests in future rebirths. Devotees invite monks to preach when they celebrate
various personal occasions such as life cycle events (excluding weddings). Wealthy
individuals may organize preaching to celebrate birthdays and anniversaries in
their homes and invite friends, relatives, and neighbours to share the beneﬁts of
this merit-making act. Interestingly, Buddhist preaching is used on occasions of joy
as well as times of grief.
Buddhist preaching ceremonies have been used for other purposes. Politically
motivated people use these occasions to attract a Buddhist audience for their
beneﬁt. The preaching of dharma is offered as an instrument of blessing at
the commencement of a public venture. Politically minded monks may use the
occasion to insert their personal political views in the preaching. Preaching
ceremonies also have been used to give blessings to national cricket teams and
soldiers ﬁghting in the civil war.
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___________________________________________________________________

Listener

In Theravada Buddhism, popular preaching has been in the centre of focus in
disseminating the basic tenets as well as philosophical teachings of Buddha.
In doing so, narratives, anecdotes, parables and examples have been used to
communicate the religious knowledge and practices that are relevant to the
devotees. In particular, acquaintance with the Dharma through preaching and
other forms of teaching is what the monks directly give the laity in return for
the material upkeep they receive from the laity. The three ennobling qualities of
Buddhism are dana (gift), sila (virtue) and bhavana (meditation). Dharma, which
is Buddha’s teaching, is the most meritorious form of giving. Therefore, the gift
of dharma outshines all other gifts as knowledge is transformative. It has the
potential to change the outlook on life of the devotee.

________________________________
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Preaching of dharma is the best gift (dana) that one gives to others. It outweighs
any material gift that laity can offer to the sangha. Usually, the monks preach
dharma. Although a few lay preachers now appear in the mass media, the
people still generally prefer the monks. In addition, preaching is among the
ten meritorious duties of Buddhism. Listening to sermons is another of the ten.
Therefore, both the preaching of dharma and listening to sermons form important
measures of faithfulness in Buddhism.

A Sacred Space and Posture of the Listener

Seating arrangements in a Buddhist sermon hall contrast sharply with those
in Christian churches. When people assemble in the hall to listen to preaching
they all sit on the ﬂoor, almost touching one another. They enter the hall with
reverence. Men and women sit separately on opposite sides of the room. They
take their spaces on the ﬂoor as a mark of respect to the monk who delivers
dharma. Caste and social distinctions are not present inside the preaching all.
Even the President, the Prime Minister, or any other dignitary sits on the ﬂoor to
43
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The sanctity of the environment holds an important place in Buddhist preaching.
Devotees attend the sermons at a given time after they complete their worship
in the temple premises. Bana preaching usually forms the central role in worship
on lunar holidays (poya). The saffron dressed, serene, calm and composed monk
sits prominently in the preaching hall on a raised platform. A white cloth covers
his chair. He appears like a little Buddha, transcending human problems and
sorrows. The one who offered the invitation to the monk to preach sits below the
stage where he repeats the chanting of the Triple Gems and the ﬁve precepts
after the monk so that the audience will follow him. Talking in the preaching hall
is discouraged so that the devotee can be brought into an atmosphere that is
peaceful and spiritual.
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listen to preaching. Even a non-Buddhist can attend as long as the person remains
respectful.
As Buddhist preaching is a solemn and sacred occasion, the devotees come in
white attire. In Sri Lanka, white denotes purity and is used on auspicious and
sacred occasions. Men and women adorn themselves modestly and simply.
Women wear appropriate clothes according to tradition, long skirts that enable
them to sit modestly. Everyone removes their shoes as an act of reverence.
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Style and Delivery of the Sermon

_________________________________________

The Buddha utilized several methods in his preaching. He communicated with
a captivating style, often using examples, parables, anecdotes, similes, and
questions to attract the audience. Most of the tales he used are found in the Jataka
stories, which hold pride of place in Buddhism. The Jatakas consist of ﬁve hundred
and ﬁfty stories about the previous incarnations of Buddha in both human and
animal form that have been used by generations of later monks in their preaching.
The monks also use various devices to keep the audience attentive. One of
the most common is the chanting of Sadu by the congregation whenever the
preacher utters the name of Buddha in the sermon. The preacher has the liberty to
strategize, pick, apply and innovate the teachings of Buddha to suit his audience.
The dharma preached to the uneducated is full of stories and entertaining.
However, the preaching to an educated crowd is often deep and philosophical,
yet with many anecdotes to elucidate the content. In this manner, the audience
remains engaged throughout the sermon and does not fall asleep.
The average sermon lasts about an hour. However, it can be shorter depending
on the occasion and the setting. The monk has the responsibility to keep the
congregation awake during that period. Although Buddhist preaching is a solemn
occasion with serious attention to teaching dharma, it also embodies a component
of entertainment. In order to keep the audience attentive, the preacher may resort
to the role of entertainer. Contemporary monks have innovated several methods
to make their sermons popular. For example, the interpose songs sung in a pious
rhythm within the prose component of the sermon. In the early twentieth century,
monks introduced a style of preaching known as kavi bana (poetic sermon). Some
popular preachers such as Panadure Ariyadhamma and Gangodavila Soma became
very popular on account of this method.
Following a Buddhist tradition, monks will have the congregation statements
of admonition uttered in the sermon. This repetitious chanting differs from the
practice of some Christian preachers who have the congregation simply repeat
a phrase, regardless of its connection to the theme of the sermon. The subject
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matter frequently centers on the preaching of Buddha to bodhisattvas, deva,
Arhats, and practitioners. Monks usually deliver sermons from a seated and often
motionless position. The often speak slowly and serenely. They often ask openended questions that encourage consideration of the values taught in the sermon.
Buddhist preachers often quote Pali verses from Buddhist canonical texts (suttas)
including the Dhammapada, which is a popular book for Buddhist preachers.
Preachers often use selected portions from Buddhist scripture to provide the basic
structure for the sermon with stories to support their points. Buddhist preachers
choose themes relating to ordinary life, such as anger, jealousy, stealing, lying,
and sexual misconduct as themes of preaching.
Buddhist preaching has a traditional format. Well versed in Pali texts, the monk
translates the ideas of philosophy into simple formulae. He recites a Pali stanza
rhythmically to suit the theme of the discourse. Buddhist preachers often assert
and emphasize their dependence upon Pali texts for inspiration. Monks and nuns
display their knowledge of the Pali language with direct quotations from the Pali
text that make the sermons authentic and appealing to the audience. The monk
then explains the meaning of the stanza in the national language, Sinhala, and
illustrate it charmingly with a masterfully appropriate Jataka story and other
anecdotes. They then include a moral and ethical application. Finally, the preacher
will summarize the entire sermon, skilfully connecting it all to the central theme.
Buddhist scripture is vast and vivid. Therefore, innumerable examples and
teachings are found therein. The erudite monks can bring in examples from those
sources to enlighten the hearer. Preachers use eloquent sermons with the clear,
simple, and analytical expositions of Buddha’s teachings that will captivate and
educate young minds. Remarkable communication skills, pleasing personalities,
and ﬂuent knowledge of the vernacular also help the monks to enrich their
preaching.
At the end of the sermon is the benediction. In bana preaching, the monks transfer
merit to the gods, devas, spirits, and dead relatives by reciting two stanzas
commonly used at the conclusion of the sermon. They transfer merit to dead
relatives because Buddhists believe that these departed loved ones anticipate
merit as they are unable in their condition to create merit by performing good
acts. At the close of his remarks, the monk will bless the audience by chanting the
following Pali verse: “May all your hopes and wishes quickly succeed! May your
aspirations be completely fulﬁlled! Just as the moon on the full-moon day.” Finally,
the monk gives a blessing, saying that all would attain nirvana in the time of the
next Buddha named Maitriya.
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Traditionally, monks train for many years in the skills of preaching to spread
the word of Buddha, skilfully condensing the discourse into an hour of nonstop
preaching with an eloquent ﬂow of thoughts and words. More recently popular
preachers, both men and women, have employed technology to disseminate
their messages. Some of these popular monks are using TV media extensively
with exceptional communicational skills. Some monks use their oratory skills
to draw in audiences from the youth. Popular dharma preaching can be found in
audiocassettes, videos, CDs, DVCs, DVDs, and internet sources. It is now quite
common to hear Buddhist preaching over radios in public spaces and taxi cabs.
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Comparison with Christian Preaching

_____________________________________

While they share many similarities, Buddhist preaching also has some clear
contrasts with the Christian counterpart. As in Buddhism, the Christian sermon
takes place in a context of worship. In Christianity, the sermon is an address or
discourse delivered to an assembly of Christians, containing theological or moral
instruction. The sermon has been an important part of Christian services since
the earliest days of the faith, and remains prominent in both Roman Catholicism
and Protestantism. The goal of much Protestant worship, as conditioned by
these beliefs, is to rouse the congregation to a deeper faith. Yet, in setting, style,
and delivery the Christian sermon has some signiﬁcant differences that create
challenges within Buddhist culture.
For example, the environment of Buddhist preaching is more respectful than in
Christian churches, offering an aura of holiness. The Church and the Buddhist
preaching hall (Dharma-sala) differ not only in the seating arrangement but more
importantly in the approach to the sacred. Buddhists often note the familiar
attitude exhibited by many Christians as they engage in worship. Many modern
churches resemble theatres or audience halls in their design, with the little regard
for the holy. Such an approach is alien to the Buddhist culture. The dress code
among the Christians when they attend church is in complete contrast to the
simplicity of Sri Lankan cultural tradition. Clothing in the Christian communities
often displays current fashion or extremely casual attire. Both seem to indicate a
disregard for the holy and reverent found in the Buddhist culture.
Buddhist preaching exhibits a deep knowledge of Buddhist texts. Quotations
from the Pali texts provide an added authority and reverence. In comparison, the
average Christian preacher in Sri Lanka does not know how to quote from the
original languages of the Bible. They often quote English writings as if English is
the original language of Christianity. References to English in a sermon give the
impression of an ‘alien’ religion as well as the preacher’s boastful nature because
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English is the language of the elite.
In Buddhist preaching, the congregational response, such as chanting of Sadu,
or repeating stanzas uttered by the monk, keeps the listeners attentive. In the
Buddhist sermons, the preacher gives utmost respect to the person of Buddha.
They follow any reference to Buddha with use of the best honoriﬁcs to show
veneration and admiration. Christian preaching is generally a monologue. A
person can listen to a Christian sermon without any active participation, mental
or spiritual. Although Christians say that their worship is congregational, they
often have very few communal components to the service, especially in the ‘new’
churches. Congregations often do not join together for prayer or the unison
reading of scripture. The worship leader directs everything from the stage. The
common practice of reciting the Lord’s Prayer, Ten Commandments, and the Nicene
Creed has been given up, leaving a vacuum. By contrast, Buddhist preaching is full
of participation from beginning to end.

________________________________________________________________

Conclusion

Similarly treating god without the highest respect found in the language and
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Buddhism and Christianity have some fundamental differences. Buddhism is a
religion without a relationship with Creator God and preachers base their sermons
on the impersonal law of karma on life and the afterlife. Christian worship directs
the faithful at a much higher power than anything that the Buddhists can imagine.
However, the Christian church can still learn from Buddhist preaching. Christians
should learn from the Buddhists to offer due reverence and honour to God and
Jesus Christ in their preaching. Christ is so much more than an ordinary being.
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Buddhist preaching takes place in a ritualistic setting; therefore, there is much
reverence for the sermon and the preacher. In contrast, Christian preachers,
who are inﬂuenced by a Western style of preaching, do not use honoriﬁcs when
referring to God or Christ, thereby reducing the person of Christ to an ordinary
person not worthy of worship. From a Buddhist perspective, the lack of reverence
undermines Protestant claims that the sermon is the centre of their worship,
scripture is holy and authoritative, and Christ is above all in the creation therefore
worthy of worship. Buddhist preaching takes place in a ritualistic setting therefore
there is much reverence for the sermon and the preacher. In contrast, Christian
preachers, who are inﬂuenced by a Western style of preaching, do not use
honoriﬁcs when referring to God or Christ, thereby reducing the person of Christ to
an ordinary person not worthy of worship. From a Buddhist perspective, the lack
of reverence undermines Protestant claims that the sermon is the centre of their
worship, scripture is holy and authoritative, and Christ is above all in the creation
therefore worthy of worship.
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culture brings him down to the level of one of their gods who depend on merit
from the humans for their well-being. A being who does not receive respect in a
particular culture does not deserve worship. Therefore, it is essential that Christian
preachers give proper reverence according to their cultural milieu. In addition,
the preaching environment including the behaviour of the congregation, preacher
and the place should convey to the Buddhists that they worship a God that is
lower than their Buddha by neglecting the practices of the culture where religious
sanctity is given the utmost tribute.

G. P. V. Somaratna
G. P. V. Somaratna is research professor of Colombo Theological Seminary,
Retired Professor of Modern History, University of Colombo.
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Serving the Seminary Community
in a Country in Conﬂict:
Five Lessons Learned at the
Biblical Seminary of Colombia
DIANA LUCÍA PEÑUELA
BIBLICAL SEMINARY

But not everything is ﬁesta. Along with the smiles, Colombians also carry deep
wounds caused by century-old historic injuries. Until most recently, Colombia
endured the longest-lived internal armed conﬂict in the world. As a result,
Colombia now has the world’s largest internally displaced population.1
The nation has made great strides to overturn the cultural impact left by narcotic
trafﬁcking in the 80´s. For example, our hometown of Medellin has transformed
from the world’s most violent cities to being named the most innovative city in the
world.2 However, many scars remain. In the church, and therefore in the community
of the seminary, we also bear the effects of the Colombian social turbulence.

1
Verdad abierta, VerdadAbierta.com, http://www.verdadabierta.com/cifras/3829-estadisticasde-desplazamiento, último acceso 30 de abril de 2017.
2
Caracol Radio, Caracol Radio,
http://caracol.com.co/radio/2013/11/30/nacional/1385813160_028088.html, último acceso 30 de
abril de 2017.
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Student communities are miniature representations of the society and history of
a country. As such, Biblical Seminary of Colombia (FUSBC) embodies traits such
as joy, friendship, and a certain “magical realism” found in Latin America. The
seminary’s theology curriculum comes from both the rigor of books and from the
experience of being Colombian. For example, virtually everyone who has come
through our classrooms will remember the now famous “night of the regions,”
which features the best of each geographical and cultural region the country.
Typical dances, music, humor, and delicious regional culinary dishes make this the
most waited for ﬁesta each year.
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The following paragraphs offer reﬂections from the experience of serving this
seminary community with the hope that they will prove helpful for others who
serve in communities with similar complex situations or realities of conﬂict.
Perhaps, they will also enrich those who have not had to suffer.
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The Healing Power of the Community

_____________________________________

In a school that prepares people for service to God and others, the academic
program, with all of its importance and priority, does not meet all of the needs of
the members of the school community. A context of conﬂict ampliﬁes this reality.
Students arrive at the seminary from very different backgrounds, many of whom
have faced profound trauma. Students bring experiences of their own internal
displacement, the violent death of loved ones, or physical and emotional abuse.
The institution, therefore, has an obligation to become aware of these situations
and help where it can.
At FUSBC, we have responded institutionally by creating a Department of
Community Well-being that is responsible for the pastoral and professional care
of those who need these services. If a situation requires professional intervention,
the seminary arranges access to a specialist. Providing such care requires a one
on one approach. The results have produced both satisfaction and some deep
frustrations, but such is the inevitable cost of working in the mysterious region of
the soul.
In our experience, however, the best curative power comes from the community.
Families open their homes to share the table with a poor student. Students beneﬁt
from proximity to people with more signiﬁcant experience in their lives and faith
journeys. Years of studying and living together weave deep friendships among
students and staff alike. The solidarity that develops among neighbors has a
curative power than more formal instruments – as necessary and effective as they
may be – can ever produce.
Sarita,3 a baby born with severe health problems, illustrates our community
experience. Having wanted a wanted a child for years, her parents had suffered
several miscarriages. Finally, after a complicated pregnancy, they experienced
the premature birth of this little one. During days that became weeks and months
in the hospital, they remained uncertain if Sarita would survive. However, the
community moved in solidarity with this family. They offered constant prayers,
organized care for mother and daughter, displayed concern in multiple ways,
including envelopes with small, sacriﬁcial money gifts that were slipped under the
door. Happily, Sarita survived and today is a lovely young girl. In the midst of this
3

All names are ﬁctional in order to protect the identity of the individuals.
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challenge, the community became a channel of healing.

____________________________________

Service That Comes From Vulnerability

Throughout the years, we have learned that “to weep with those who weep” is a
key to a vibrant ministry, especially in the context of conﬂict. As we encourage our
graduates to serve from this vulnerability, our faculty and staff make a conscious
effort to serve the students from our vulnerability rather than from expected
strength. Both students and faculty members serve out of their personal stories,
which include injury and weakness, as well as giftings and strengths.
A few years ago, Carlos, a professor known for his intellectual rigor and personal
discipline, suffered from burnout. This full-time professor and administrator,
To learn more go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rb1kK_FcFPU
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Alfredo is one of our graduates. He arrived in Medellin after surviving a massacre
in the war-torn area of Urabá, near the border with Panama. A bullet wound
caused him to lose 80% of his sight. However, he considered himself fortunate
to be alive, which was only possible after playing dead for several hours after he
was shot. Possessing a drive difﬁcult to express in words, he ﬁnished his studies
at the seminary and for the last decade has served as a missionary in Colombian
prisons.4 This admittedly extreme case is emblematic of a community in which
wounded Colombians seek to help their wounded nation. Too often, we believe
a myth, common among Christians, that only those “who are healthy are going
to heal the sick.” Serving as wounded healers has its own difﬁculties but, in
general, our collective wounds have provided seminarians with a great capacity to
understand and share the in pain of others.

4
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Our school has viewed the development of community as a strategic priority and
intentionally supplemented our formal curriculum in three ways. First, we engage
in spiritual formation together through devotional times in the dormitories, weekly
chapel services, and formal and non-formal prayer times during the week and the
school term. Messages that develop the theological importance of service and
mutual care as an expression of our faith and adoration set the framework for
action. Second, we organize groups around shared interests (e.g., women, singles,
married couples, athletes, musicians, etc.) or service projects for the community.
Service projects take place once each semester and always end with a communal
meal - a barbeque or “sanchocho.” We have also instituted formal programs such
as the “Nieces and Nephews Plan” in which a family “adopts” a single student
to share one or more meals. Schools can creatively develop a host of responses
that ﬁt their unique culture and setting. At FUSBC, we believe the community is
therapeutic and therefore important in forming students for ministry.
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who was very popular among students, had to stop working for nearly two years
and enter a long period of recovery. After this, he returned to the classroom with
a lighter academic load, but increased involvement in the lives of the students.
Since returning, he can often be found sitting with a student in one of the cafes
of the city, offering wisdom obtained from the illness. Because of his experience,
he has changed his counseling approach from one based on a supposition of total
excellence to one conscious of personal limitations. This change has made him
one of the best and most sought-after counselors in the seminary and throughout
the city.
The ties that bind a community together are those of common needs, shared
without pretentions in daily life. Community will not develop if its members insist
that they are a club of best practices before they recognize that they are ﬁrst a
group of imperfect beings. Lasting ministry impact ﬂows from this understanding
of weakness and vulnerability within the community.
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Creativity in Response to Needs

___________________________________________

Theological formation often happens in the context of ﬁnancial challenges,
and our school is no exception. Most students come with little or no ﬁnancial
assistance and from very difﬁcult conditions, often a result of decades of internal
national conﬂict. Therefore, the difﬁculty is both institutional as the school strives
to remain operational, but also affects the entire community as students struggle
to cover their academic fees and the cost of living.
In this context, we have seen the extreme value of creativity as a means of solving
ﬁnancial needs. In Cuba, “vocal sampling” is a well-known genre of music in which
musicians imitate the sounds of instruments with their voices. In the musical
culture of Cuba, this surreal and experimental genre of a cappella singing emerged
in response to the difﬁculty in obtaining musical instruments. Instead of remaining
silent, they began to “sing” the trumpet, stringed instruments, and drums. In the
seminary, we have learned to do “vocal sampling” with clothes, food, fun, and,
when sound judgment allows, even the health of the community.
Consequently, we have experienced some surprising results as the community
addresses the needs of its members. Some of the initiatives include a community
clothes closet, where people donate used clothing in excellent condition that
students can obtain through trade for non-perishable food items. The school then
distributes the food to those in need in the area. On campus, we have other food
subsidies ﬁnanced through donors, so that students can have a balanced daily
menu, at a lower cost, improving their nutritional level and therefore improving
their academic performance. We also involve students in various types of service
to the institution as part of the scholarship support they receive from the school.
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One of the most valuable aspects of the use of creativity for supplying our needs
is that we have not focused on offering hand-outs. Rather, by creating exchanges
and student-led approaches, we confer a high sense of dignity, as the community
contributes to the well-being of its student members.

_____________________________________________________

The Value of Diversity

Fernando, an artist with a degree from a private university, grew up in a Christian
church that focused on evangelism of the professional classes in Bogotá. When
he came to study at the seminary, he encountered colleagues whose personal
stories changed his view of Christianity forever. One of his classmates was a poet,
displaced from the war-torn region of Urabá and who was extremely sensitive
to social injustice. Another classmate spent a decade in prison. A third studied
theology in order to share the Gospel in the neighborhood where he had been a
delinquent. And another, with whom he later sang in several presentations, came
from a pastoral family in a rural municipality on the Northern coast who had a
price placed on his head for refusing to join in the political corruption of local
politicians. Inevitably, the lives of his classmates became the primary source for
his creativity and also a decisive element of his own Christian identity. Through
his songs, this richness has reached many corners of Latin America. He is just one
example of the rich value and profound impact of the diversity in the seminary
community.
We have also learned that a Lutheran male student and a Wesleyan female student
can be friends – and even marry; or that a Pentecostal “lit by ﬁre” can end up
serving in an Anabaptist community. Moreover, this does not happen because
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The seminary places great value on its diversity that brings together people
across a breadth of denominational, racial, cultural, educational, and geographic
backgrounds. This diversity has even more importance in a fragmented society like
Colombia. By way of illustration, in our classrooms we have former delinquents
and former police ofﬁcers who see each other as brothers. On the other hand,
students who have not suffered the reality from the armed conﬂict personally have
found it enriching to live with those who have suffered these realities and have
risked their lives to live out their faith.
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Student-led groups organize sports championships, have musical groups,
support research projects, offer tutorial help, and even contribute to reading and
recreational programs for the children in the neighborhood where the seminary
is located. To provide health care, we leverage available resources in the city,
including doctors who charge lower rates for members of our community, or
medical professionals who visit our campus. The school also pays for a service
that covers medical emergencies for members of the community.
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of doctrinal superﬁciality but by recognizing the singular fundamental sufﬁcient
reality of the Gospel.
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The Seed of Great Change

_________________________________________________

Finally, our seminary remains a relatively small institution. In our 70-year history,
we have lived through periods of great national turbulence including more than 50
years of civil war between leftist guerrillas and the state, the religious violence of
the 50’s, the ideological fever of the 70’s, the battle of the drug cartels of the 80’s
and 90’s, and the activity of right-wing paramilitary groups since 2000.
With the most recent peace agreement, Colombia has entered a risky post-conﬂict
process. Many in the country have become disenchanted and weary of the corrupt
leadership. Neighboring Venezuela, in the early stages of a bloody conﬂict, sands
a stark warning of the damage that political polarization can cause a society. In the
meantime, we face other social challenges as well. Technology has opened new
avenues for young people but includes some dark places as well. Teens encounter
with new sexual alternatives that generate questions of personal identity. Online
sociopaths entice young people to harm themselves. In the midst of these
challenges, we continue to reﬂect on the relevance and effect of a theological
education institution whose very existence faces challenges year after year.
Yet, God, in his grace, has given abundant and encouraging signs that these
efforts are worth the ﬁght. We see external evidence of the positive impact that
the seminary, through a graduate, a publication, or program, has contributed to
in society or in the church. Another modest but important impact is evident in the
students themselves or in their families. Currently, one of our graduates—married
to another alumnus—pastors a ﬂourishing church in southern Chile. By 22 years of
age, he had already been in prison in Medellin. Only the gospel has the miraculous
power to take him from prison to pastoring, but that work primarily took place in
the location and community of the seminary.
In his account of the multiplication of the loaves, John registers that a boy offered
his insufﬁcient resources. Although they were almost nothing when compared
with the urgent need, Jesus not only received them but used that gift to ignite
the miraculous. Like those ﬁve loaves, the seminary seems so small before the
immensity of the needs of Colombia and the world. However, by those marvelous
and paradoxical dynamics of the Kingdom of God, that which might be the cause
of discouragement and impotence becomes the wood that stokes the ﬁre of
our calling. God does great things with unexpected instruments. The seminary
continues forward, one of many other communities that walk in contexts of conﬂict
and need, sustained by this faith that conquers the world.
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Faculty Development in
Service to the Mission
of the School

EVAN R. HUNTER
SCHOLARLEADERS INTERNATIONAL

_____________________________________

The Mission of Theological Education

Broadly deﬁned, theological education prepares leaders for service in a vast array
of roles within the Kingdom of God. Theological education includes both formal
and non-formal approaches for developing leaders. Even within the recognized
structures of the theological school, which will be the focus here, both formal and
non-formal approaches and outcomes are present. Schools offer organized degree
programs, stand-alone courses, seminars, and training sessions. Students may
earn accredited degrees, certiﬁcates, or attend one or more courses for personal
enrichment. Graduates, likewise, may serve within ordained positions within
the church, lead mission and humanitarian organizations, as church planters or
1
The Vital SustainAbility Initiative is a project launched in partnership between ScholarLeaders
International, Overseas Council, several funding entities, and an initial group of 19 schools in the
Majority World, that has now grown to a potential group of 50. The purpose is to develop strategic
plans, grounded in the mission of the school, holistically encompassing faculty, curriculum, facilities,
students, alumni, and boards, so that the school can sustain in its mission and thrive in its calling.
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For greatest impact, each theological school must discern and articulate its
unique mission within the broader purpose of theological education in service to
the Church and the Kingdom of God. This mission then guides the strategy of the
school, for which the faculty is perhaps the most essential resource as the means
of achieving institutional objectives. Therefore, faculty development should serve
the mission of the school. The following draws on the examples and experience of
the Vital Sustainability Initiative.1 While applicable across theological education
in general, the article speciﬁcally addresses the needs and approach for schools
located within the Majority World.
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other entrepreneurial ministries, and serve as Christian leaders located within the
workplace and society.
Given the breadth of engagement and outcomes, the literature unsurprisingly
deﬁnes the purpose of theological education in several ways. Kelsey (1992)
deﬁnes the ultimate aim of theological education to know God truly. Cobb and
Hough (1985) focus on the outcome of developing thoughtful practitioners who
combine the intellectual and academic aspects with the development of character
and ministerial skills needed to lead and serve God’s people. Most schools
endeavor to integrate knowledge (head), spirituality (heart), and skills (hands) in
ways that equip graduates for Christian service.
Drawing on Tertullian’s famous question, what has Jerusalem to do with Athens,
writers have used the metaphor of cities to express the tension found in the
mission of the school as it spans the gap between theory and practice and
between the academy and the church. Kelsey promotes a view of theological
education situated between the Greek idea of paideia found in character formation
and wisdom (Athens), and the German notion of Wissenschaft expressed in
scientiﬁc knowledge (Berlin). Pazmino (1997) and Banks (1999) repeat Tertullian
with Jerusalem as the place of worship, devotion, and service to the church.
Cheeseman (2018) introduces Edgar (2015) and a fourfold pattern of locations
that adds Geneva (confessional) to Athens (classical), Berlin (vocational), and
Jerusalem (missional) as descriptors of theological education (2018, loc. 1191).
Further global cities like Kiev, Lagos, Medellin, or Bangalore might introduce
an array of contexts that demonstrate the breadth of expression in Christianity
that stretches beyond the historical conﬁnes of Western civilization. Such
demarcations also remind us that the mission of the school integrates the task of
education while also engaging the particular context in which the school operates,
recognizing that technology potentially extends the reach of a school beyond its
geographical boundaries.
The theological school, therefore, has an essential role to play within the mission
of the Church. Describing the role of theological schools in Africa, Paul Bowers
refers to them as “the backbone of organized evangelicalism in Africa” (2007, 2).
The critical spinal role extends beyond one continent to virtually every location of
the church, embodying the oft-quoted theme that “as the seminary goes, so goes
the church.”
Within the Vital SustainAbility Initiative, the mission of the theological school has
been deﬁned through its two primary contributions to the church and society,
namely the formation of leaders for Christian service and the cultivation of
prophetic voice that reﬂects biblically, theologically, and missionally on issues
facing the Church and society. The language of formation encompasses a holistic
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approach that goes signiﬁcantly beyond academic instruction. Formation includes
the loci of Jerusalem and Geneva, developing Christian character, ministerial
skills, and the cultivated habits of discipleship, accomplished within a community
of faith. Deﬁning the outcome as service recognizes that the graduate may take
on a myriad of ministerial roles including, but not limited to, pastoral vocations.
Fundamentally, institutions do not merely produce and confer degrees, but
instead, they form women and men who will serve God’s purposes throughout the
Kingdom.
While the church in the West may seem increasingly marginalized in inﬂuence
the growth of the church globally has led to a greater interest in the importance
and interest in the role of theological education in forming leaders for the
mission of the Church (cf. Jenkins 2002; Walls 2002, Wahl 2013). The reach of the
school extends to the world through alumni, and then even further through the
congregations, ministries, and spheres of inﬂuence touched by those Christian
leaders. The recently published Africa Leadership Study illustrates the impact
of well-formed leaders in that more than half of the respondents in both Kenya
and the Central African Republic listed a pastor, by name, as a person of personal
inﬂuence outside of their immediate families. Furthermore, more than two-thirds
of the respondents believe that churches have a signiﬁcantly inﬂuential role in the
lives of believers and in society as a whole (2016, 3-4). Therefore, the development
leaders for the church is an important task.
The second component of this two-fold mission of the institution lies in the
cultivation and exercise of prophetic voice. Kelsey provocatively writes that
the theological school must simultaneously be “about,” “with,” “for,” and
“against” the church (1992, 207). The school serves the church and must be
intimately connected with the needs and aims of the local bodies for which it
prepares servants and members. However, as Cannell describes, the church is
not always clear on what it wants or on how what it wants aligns with what it
really needs (2006, 119). The theological school, and speciﬁcally the faculty of
the theological school, is uniquely called and equipped to guide the Church in
theological reﬂection, biblical exhortation, and the task of ediﬁcation. Therefore,
the theological school must also speak bold truth to the church and society. In
scripture, the prophet assumes this role – speaking forth God’s truth. Because
it is engaged as a part of the Church in society, the school should be able to
identify issues, develop responses, and empower God’s people for the task of
God’s redeeming work in society. At times, this calling may also mean standing
“against” the Church in the sense of calling out error, or challenging complacency,
or exhorting action in keeping with God’s word. Those who seek temporal power,
wealth, or claim novel teachings directly from God have, at times, misappropriated
the title and task of the prophet. However, for the theological school, prophetic
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voice is rooted deeply in the word of God, in response to the needs and issues of
the immediate context – whether within the church or across broader society.
While the most pervasive reach will come through the women and men formed
for Christian service, many of whom will in turn shepherd and disciple the laity as
active Christian witness in society, the institution also has an opportunity to speak
directly to speciﬁc issues facing society. In the development, empowerment, and
exercise of prophetic voice, theological schools employ their unique resources of
research skills, critical analysis, and theological reﬂection in service to the church
and society. Cannell ampliﬁes Moltmann and Wolf declares that authentic theology
must always extend beyond the walls of the institution and make an impact on
society (2006, 57). In many parts of the world, this engaged approach is part
of a more holistically integrated worldview. For example, Weanzana notes that
many Africans, like others across the Majority World, actively reject a dichotomy
between the “so-called spiritual needs and physical needs or social needs. For
many Africans, the presence of God in their midst should be manifest in a concern
for human ﬂourishing that includes health, peace, security, and prosperity” (2017,
109). The school forms leaders who act as the hands and feet of the gospel in
this mission but also has a calling, and even obligation, to help the church speak
prophetically to such pressing issues in society.
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Each school deﬁnes its mission and approach within the two-fold calling of the
school. The school determines the degrees, program offerings, curricula, and
areas of study through which they will form leaders for Christian service. Whether
through extension-site based part-time training for full-time pastors in Sri Lanka,
or a formal research doctorate in Ghana, or a Saturday morning program for lay
leaders in Colombia, schools determine how they will develop leaders, equipping
them for Christian service. At the same time, schools can also assess the most
pressing issues facing the Church in a particular context and take the lead in
developing theologically reﬂective prophetic responses.
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The Importance of Faculty Development

___________________________________

The institution must develop many resources to accomplish its localized
expression of the broader mission of theological education. Schools need
appropriate facilities, technological capabilities, library holdings, curriculum,
and even marketing and alumni mobilization. However, the faculty remains the
most essential resource for achieving that mission. Faculty members, of course,
teach classes, lead seminars, and develop curricula. They also mentor students,
model Christian leadership and service, and inspire future generations of pastors,
missionaries, evangelists, and theologians. They equip Christian business leaders
with a scriptural worldview that promotes honesty and justice in the workplace.
Through research and writing, they help the church develop and articulate biblical
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perspectives on issues facing society. McLean reiterates this importance stating,
“Through their teaching, scholarship, and service, faculty carry out the mission,
establish the school’s reputation, and, through curricular and hiring decisions,
determine its future. If the faculty succeed, ‘the rest of it works’” (1999, 109). The
faculty are not only the heart of the institution but, as described by Deininger, they
are also the hands and feet of the institutional mission (2018, loc. 572). In essence,
the faculty – individually and collectively executes the mission of the school.
Scholarly pursuits, particularly in the Western academy and those schools which
follow its pattern, are often grounded in an individualistic approach. Promising
scholars often choose a ﬁeld of study and return to teach in areas of personal
expertise. They conduct research primarily driven by personal interest, seeking
personal rank and promotion along the way. A community of scholars may emerge
within the school, and even support the school’s mission, but it is often a collection
of individuals, pursuing personal interest, in response to a calling to theological
education. However, in their study of North American faculty, Gin and WilliamsDuncan reiterate the role of faculty development in creating and reinforcing the
institutional mission, “If there is a concern that the faculty are individuals who
merely share an institutional home, these data suggest that faculty development
is one way to develop a shared collective vision” (2017, 94). As institutions better
deﬁne mission, they can also help faculty join in their speciﬁc outworking of the
two-fold calling of forming leaders for Christian service and engaging in theological
reﬂection in order to speak help the church address pressing issues in society. In
short, the institution can value the autonomy of the academic individuals while also
guiding faculty development in service to its mission.
As the critical resource for the mission of the school, the institution needs to
invest in developing the faculty in at least three signiﬁcant ways.2 First, schools
must develop future faculty members. To meet the demands for growing programs,
address new ﬁelds of study, and replenish faculty attrition due to retirements
and other departures, the institution needs to continue to identify, recruit, and
equip new faculty members who align to the school’s mission. Second, the school
must ﬁnd ways to continue to develop its current faculty members as educators,
scholars, and mentors in service to the mission of the school. Finally, the school
must give attention to the faculty as a whole; a community of scholars who help
the school fulﬁll its mission within the broader work of the Kingdom of God. A
holistic approach to faculty development addresses each of these categories.

2

This three-fold approach to faculty development is further developed in the paper,
“Developing Leaders for the Institution, Church, and Society” presented at the 15th Annual
International Theological Education Conference at Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary in
Ogbomosho, Nigeria on March 7, 2018. Publication pending.
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The Development of Future Faculty Members for Mission

__________________

In some parts of the world, a school with a vacant teaching position might
receive dozens of applications for the job with most CV’s including both teaching
experience and a list of publications. However, most schools outside the West must
identify, recruit, and develop faculty from among promising undergraduate and
graduate students. Once identiﬁed, candidates may require a half a decade or more
in pursuit of advanced degrees including a doctorate to procure their credentials.
Given the importance of the faculty, and the long cycle time from identiﬁcation
to full engagement within faculty ranks, a long-term faculty development plan
is important to the school. In addition to identifying talented individuals and
developing a sequence for obtaining the degree, the most effective plans will
be grounded in the mission of the school and account for future needs within a
strategic plan.
Alignment to Future Faculty Needs: The mission of the school ultimately translates
into programs offered to students. Faculty size, therefore, depends directly on
enrollment and course offerings – along with intended class sizes and faculty
to student ratios. Schools that project growth in enrollment, either through the
addition of new programs or higher admissions to existing offerings, must also plan
for growth in the faculty. Plans should include both the overall size of the faculty
within the institution and needs by department, degree, or course topics.
Schools must account for projected changes in the student body as well as
projected attrition among the faculty, whether from retirements, sabbatical leave,
termination, or other departures. Such considerations include both the quantiﬁable
needs related to faculty to student ratios, coverage needs for course offerings, and
research and writing interests and giftings for prophetic voice. Schools may also
have a desire to create a speciﬁc mix of faculty members across categories such
as experience, gender, denominational afﬁliation, or indigenous and expatriate
identities. Furthermore, accrediting agencies or government regulations may also
place requirements on the school related to faculty ratios and credentials.
Once the size and scope of the needs have been determined, the school should
also consider the ﬁnancial implications of future faculty members. These costs may
include support provided during doctoral studies, if required. Long term, schools
must account for the changes in faculty salaries, and any additional expenses for
integrating new professors into the faculty.
Credentialing of faculty: In addition to identifying promising candidates, the
institution may want to consider how the future faculty members will receive their
academic credentials
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•

Internal Development: Schools that have a doctoral program can develop
candidates internally. Advantages include an ability to mentor students in
the ethos and values of the school. They can be socialized into the culture,
mission, and institutional citizenship of the school (see Tienou 2018). Students
can begin (or continue) their teaching careers while earning their degrees,
with mentoring from senior faculty members on both their academic work as
well as coaching and modeling skills in the classroom. Challenges may include
limited access to broader global perspectives that shape the developing
scholar, limited exposure to other educational models, and a need for access
to additional bibliographic resources not contained in the school’s library
collection. In some instances, library research trips and short-term exchanges
with other schools may mitigate these challenges.

•

External Development: Earning a degree outside the institution can provide
access to renowned scholars and institutions, and enhance the reputation
of both the individual graduate and the institution. Schools may want to
consider whether or not viable programs exist within the cultural context or
whether students must go to the West to receive their degrees. Most schools
in the West have more substantial library holdings as well as greater access
to online journals and other resources. Students beneﬁt from a more global
engagement and dedicated time for their studies. However, in addition to
the increase in cost, other challenges may include a more limited degree
of contextual engagement, increased time away from the scholar’s home
institution, and more cross-cultural adjustments for the scholar (and the
family, when applicable). For those who go abroad, schools should also plan
for the absence, return, and cultural reintegration of faculty members and
their families.

•

Split Site Programs: Some institutions ﬁnd split site programs offer faculty
members in training the opportunity to earn their degrees “away,” while also
maintaining a presence within their own institutions. For example, South
Asia Institute for Advanced Christian Studies (SAIACS) in Bangalore, India
has developed a model that maximizes the use of such programs for faculty
development. Participants in their “Faculty-in-Training” (FIT) program earn
their degrees on a part-time basis, usually through a program in the West that
does not require full-time residency. During this time, they maintain a lighter
teaching load at SAIACS, traveling twice a year to the degree-granting school
for research, writing, or course requirements. While at SAIACS, they have
a local faculty mentor who helps them develop their teaching skills, offers
contextual input on their dissertation research, and from whom they learn the
practice of being a faculty member. Their faculty expectations include time set
aside for their research and writing. Upon completion of their degree, they are
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expected to join the full-time faculty at SAIACS. In this example, future faculty
members gain the academic knowledge, disciplines, and credential needed to
serve as faculty members, while also growing in their experience in teaching
and becoming socialized into the role of a professor.
The type of doctoral program, the location, and the length of study all have
implications for the institution as it considers the recruitment and development
of future faculty members. The institution may also want to consider the mix of
training locations and the subsequent inﬂuence those degree-granting schools will
have on the overall faculty. For example, consider the impact on the faculty when
a substantial number of faculty members earn their degree from the same school
(internally or externally). Therefore, it makes sense for schools to work closely with
candidates to create a plan the ﬁts the individual objectives of the emerging scholar
with the aims and needs of the institution.
Alignment to Mission: Whether identiﬁed from among a group of gifted students
or recruited from the outside, schools do well to include alignment to the mission
of the school as a signiﬁcant portion of the identiﬁcation and recruitment process.
Smorynski writes,
Faculty development success begins with recruiting faculty to a speciﬁc
institution’s mission during the recruitment and interview process. Bringing
faculty into an institution who are not committed to its teaching, research,
and service mission incentives and imperatives will lead to mismatches and
between faculty career aspirations and institutional resource commitments.
Such mismatches undermine the congeniality and undercut faculty
development efforts. (2018, 4).
The question is not just whether the individual is gifted and capable, but how does
he or she ﬁt with the mission for student formation and prophetic voice (expressed
in teaching, research, and service) of this particular institution. Such alignment
has value for both the institution and the individual. For the individual, their overall
effectiveness may depend on integrating into the broader faculty (Deininger loc.
577). Smith places an alignment to mission as one of the key factors for success
stating, “integration with the culture, mission, ethos, and values of the school is a
profoundly signiﬁcant indicator of likely success as a faculty member.” (2002, 241).
For the institution, success will depend on recruiting and developing faculty who
have commitments to the institutional mission that exceed their personal research
and teaching objectives.
When determining mission ﬁt, internally recruited candidates may have a natural
inclination to a mission that has already helped shape them as students. Schools
can beneﬁt greatly from developing a methodology for assessing commitment
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to mission for all candidates, regardless of source. For example, one seminary in
the Middle East has developed a faculty with a strong commitment to its unique
mission in the Arab world. Every potential faculty candidate is asked to read
and interact with two articles– one on Islam and one on pedagogy – that help
encapsulate the mission and ethos of the school. Through this process, they have
had greater success in recruiting faculty members who align to the mission of the
institution.

_________________

Developing Faculty to Form Students for Christian Service

Implications for Future Faculty Development: The institution not only needs a
faculty to match the size and scope of future programs but members speciﬁcally
engaged in the formation of students for Christian service. The faculty must
represent disciplines and capabilities that align with the vocational objectives.
Consequently, the institution should become proactive in the development of
faculty members in ﬁelds that will serve these ends.
At many schools, strength follows strength. Promising students often follow in
the footsteps of popular and successful professors. A school that has particularly
strong teachers in New Testament will naturally produce more New Testament
scholars. While good in its own right, such a pattern can prove challenging as a
model of faculty development. Schools that anticipate growth in new ﬁelds must
diversify their model for recruitment. For example, many of the schools in the Vital
SustainAbility project have added new graduate programs, often expanding into
new ﬁelds beyond their undergraduate offerings. In one instance, the program
with the largest enrollment is a master degree in counseling. A strong biblical and
theological faculty is necessary for the development of Christian counselors. But for
the graduate program to ﬂourish, additional faculty members with expertise in the
ﬁeld of counseling are needed.
Schools with a small faculty do not always have the luxury of large departments
in any area of study. However, as they plan for future faculty development,
recognition of the vocational needs of students should guide faculty development.
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For seminaries, the primary pathway of student formation happens through courses
and degree offerings. However, it is important to reiterate that as institutions we
form people – we do not produce degrees. While programs are often organized
according to discipline and degree, students seek vocational preparation far more
than they seek a speciﬁc degree. Students enroll so that they can become better
prepared for service within their calling - whether through a certiﬁcate, bachelor
level training, or an advanced research degree. The mission of the school is
therefore rooted in course offerings and having faculty members who will prepare
students for their vocations.
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Academic preparation rightly rests on the particular interests of the scholar.
However, that individual calling also happens in the context of the community of
the school. As it plans strategically for the future, the school should work with the
emerging academic curiosities of potential future faculty members, helping align
their preparation to the mission of the school as it prepares women and men for
Christian service.
The Importance of Good Teaching: Completing a PhD does not inherently prepare
one for primary responsibilities of a faculty member. Therefore, the institution
should make an important investment in the ongoing development as teachers,
scholars, and mentors. These three roles of a faculty member are interrelated and
help build one another. Faculty members who mentor students better understand
the challenges faced by aspiring Christian leaders and therefore become
better teachers. Active research informs course content and models academic
engagement for the students. Good teaching moves beyond content delivery to
bring about transformational learning within the students. Their questions lead
to personal conversations and, perhaps, new topics for academic research. While
all three are important roles for a faculty member, teaching and mentoring have
the more direct implications in the formation of leaders for Christian service. The
subsequent section on developing reﬂection and prophetic voice will focus on the
importance of academic scholarship.
Developing Better Approaches: Good teaching often requires effort and practice.
The credential for academic teaching usually comes as a result of solitary hours of
library and ﬁeld followed by the production of a thesis; activities ordinarily located
at a distance from the classroom. Therefore, most professors must learn to be
teachers through experience, often based on how they were taught during their
years as a student.
Fortunately, content transfer, what Freire (2000) referred to as the “banking” model,
has increasingly fallen by the wayside. Forming students for vocation necessarily
requires more than moving information from a set of notes on the teacher’s desk to
set of notes in the student’s possession. Greater attention to adult learning theory
and pedagogical methods3 has moved the focus from the teacher to the learner.
For theological schools, particularly those with more advanced degrees, seminars
for teachers that develop approaches grounded in adult learning theory can help.
Described by Knowles (2011) and others, adult learning theory values 1.) greater
self-direction by the student, 2). student experiences as contributors to learning,
3
Technically, pedagogy focuses on the teaching of children, while the ﬁeld of adult learning theory
is more accurately called andragogy. In addition to the gendered nature of the description, the term
has proven awkward in its adaptation. In this article, pedagogy will refer to the task of learning and
teaching more generally.
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3.) a strong emphasis on application, and 4). an orientation toward solutions to
problems over content mastery. Better pedagogy leads to better learning and,
therefore, better formation for ministry.
Not only does better learning take place, but better teachers are more
contextually engaged. Content expertise is needed, but teaching for meaning
and transformation, especially for the purpose of Christian ministry, requires a
context. Because it draws on the experience and prior knowledge of the learner,
students perceive adult learning approaches as more contextually engaged than
traditional lecture models (Hunter 2014). Experience is inherently contextual.
Teaching methods that incorporate discussion, problem-solving, and application
root learning within a particular time and space, a context. Contextual engagement
leads to meaningful preparation for ministry.
A Brief Comment on Online Learning: Not only has the role of the teacher shifted
in the classroom from that of the “sage on the stage” to a more engaged learning
facilitator, but the increased use of technology and distributed learning methods
has implications for the development of teachers in service to the mission of
the school. Institutions everywhere are experiencing the impact of e-learning on
their programs and their faculty. Even in countries where current technological
capabilities and infrastructure limitations make online platforms impractical, the
trajectory is clear. Technology will have an impact on every school; it is only a
matter of how soon.
Assuming schools have already deﬁned how online and other technologically
mediated forms of distributed learning ﬁt within their mission, the preparation of
faculty to engage this mode of student formation will be essential. Research on
theological faculty in North America found that most (65%) have a negative view
of online teaching (Gin and Williams-Duncan 2017, 90). Many faculty members
in Majority World contexts may have even less exposure and therefore greater
apprehension than their North American counterparts. However, most faculty
members also recognize the importance of online learning as an educative tool.
Therefore, theological institutions should invest in helping teachers become
effective educators online.
Too often, administrators or governing Boards assume that online courses are
as simple as video recording lectures, thereby freeing up the time of the teacher.
This sentiment misses on two fronts. Effective online teaching often requires the
development of an additional educational skill set for the teacher. Online courses,
teaching seminars, and many organizations now exist to help develop these skills.
Furthermore, studies have shown that online teaching often requires more time of
the professor (and perhaps supplementary staff ), with implications for faculty load
(Tomei 2006). Institutions, therefore, should intentionally engage the development
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of their faculty in areas related to online learning as part of their mission.
Developing the teaching capacity of the faculty is essential to the mission of
the school. Institutions use a variety of means to improve the pedagogical
capabilities of their teachers including student evaluations, peer and administrator
observations, seminars, and online courses. Smith (2004) maintains that
understanding, assessing, and improving teaching effectiveness are matters of
essential stewardship of the resources of the institution. They are also critical to
the effective formation of leaders for Christian service.
More than Academic Preparation: In his book on doctoral education, The Formation
of Scholars, Walker (2008) intentionally uses the language of formation to
indicate that completing a PhD includes more than the research and writing of
a dissertation but rather the entire process of the doctoral journey. So too, the
use of formational language indicates that student preparation at a theological
school extends beyond the classroom. In recent years, theological schools have
placed a renewed emphasis on the holistic development of students and spiritual
formation. Cheeseman stresses the importance of spiritual formation in faculty
development stating, “Perhaps the most signiﬁcant issue affecting theological
faculty development in recent years has been the re-emphasis placed on spiritual
formation” (2018, loc. 921). Labberton makes an interesting observation related
to the changing student proﬁle at Fuller Theological Seminary, “Here’s something
else I wonder if you know: increasing numbers of people are coming to us wanting
the formation of biblical and theological scholarship, but not wanting a graduate
degree. They may already have a theology degree, but they want more spiritual
formation” (2018, “Discernment in the Whirlwind”). Similarly, many schools in
the Vital SustainAbility Initiative has seen an increase in enrollment by Christian
professionals in certiﬁcate and diploma programs. In some instances, these
pursuits may lead the students to change career paths and earn new degrees, but
for many their intended objective is to become more fully formed Christians who
serve God in their current jobs. Students can ﬁnd content courses online, often for
free. They seem to have a renewed interest in being formed, through the school, for
Christian service.
For faculty, engagement in the broader development of students beyond their
courses most often comes through the skill of mentoring. Mentoring can happen
in at least three ways: mentoring students, mentoring other faculty members, and
academic mentoring.
Mentoring Students for Formation: Faculty members participate in the spiritual
formation of students in a variety of ways including preaching in chapel, classroom
prayer or devotions, modeling Christian character, and working alongside students
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in ministry activities. Much of the formation of students, however, comes through
formal and informal mentoring relationships.
Watters expresses the missional importance of mentoring students stating,
“The mentoring of students attending evangelical academic institutions must be
strengthened signiﬁcantly to better fulﬁll the Great Commission given by Jesus”
(2018 Loc 3958). Anecdotally, many Christian leaders cite mentoring relationships
as crucial to their development in seminary. Results from the Africa Leadership
Study (2016) add quantiﬁable data related to the impact of mentoring relationships
in Africa, that speculatively have value in other contexts. Certainly, the vast majority
of Christian mentors exist beyond the walls of theological schools. However, within
the ranks of faculty, the task of mentoring is one that has vital importance for the
development of leaders. David Ngaruyia writes, “Mentoring appears strategic in
developing leaders in Africa, not only because it creates a system of accountability,
but also because it provides a platform for leadership succession” (2017, 36).
As such, mentoring helps the school achieve its mission in forming leaders for
Christian service, as well as becomes another touch point for the recruitment and
development of future faculty members.
Professors who mentor well require a certain amount of time and presence
among students. Consequently, the institution should consider issues such as
faculty workload expectations and the amount of teaching covered by adjunct
and outside faculty members. If effective mentoring is part of the calling of the
faculty in support of the strategic mission of the school, then time for formal ofﬁce
hours and informal student interactions must be part of the professor’s schedule.
Furthermore, the school might consider how mentoring factors into annual
objectives, faculty evaluations, and promotion.
Within residential programs, pastoral presence can be structured through formal
advisory groups or faculty and student small groups. For modular or distance
delivered programs, mentoring may have to take place beyond the reach of the
teaching faculty member. Such work might include regional cohort groups or the
use of alumni and local pastors as supplements to the faculty. One school in the
Vital SustainAbility Initiative entered into a year-long spiritual formation emphasis
among the faculty that included retreats, readings, and spiritual direction. In
doing so, they emphasized the importance of spiritual formation in the life of the
seminary and consequently saw signiﬁcant effects among the students.
Mentoring Other Faculty Members: Mentoring most often focuses on the spiritual
formation of the students as part of the mission of the school. However, many of
the best mentors have also beneﬁtted from their own mentoring relationships.
The mentoring of junior faculty by more experienced faculty members has positive
implications inside and outside the classroom. Alford and Grifﬁn write, “We hire
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people and expect them to teach effectively, publish frequently, serve as effective
committee members, and maybe even serve as successful administrators. How
many hires on your campus arrive fully prepared and competent to ﬁll that job
description?” (2018, 7). Few come fully prepared, and, like the formation of
students, the formation of faculty is an ongoing process throughout the professor’s
career. Alford and Grifﬁn further outline four steps that help develop better faculty
members through mentoring; steps that transfer to the mentoring role of faculty
with students as well. First, mentors move beyond instruction through modeling
and demonstration of the skills, character, and aptitudes desired among faculty
(and students). Secondly, they provide feedback and guidance so that those being
mentored can reﬂect and learn from their experiences. They observe new faculty
members in their roles so that they can help faculty members build on areas of
strength and make adjustments in areas of weakness. Finally, they empower
mentees, by giving them freedom and encouragement to step out and engage in
the desired tasks on their own (2018, 7-8). Beyond skill development, mentoring
relationships also reinforce the culture and ethos of the school, developing what
Tienou (2018) refers to as good institutional citizens. Faculty handbooks guide
institutional protocol, but faculty development for mission is more than procedural.
Part of the development of faculty who align to mission will always be social,
inviting faculty members to join a collective purpose, with a culture, a set of values,
and an ethos that embody its unique vision.
As with students, both formal and informal relationships contribute to the formation
of the faculty, which naturally has implications for the formation of students. One
Academic Dean noted the change at his institution when he replaced the annual
faculty planning meeting with a faculty retreat. Caring for the souls of the faculty
prepares them to care for those of the students. The best mentors have also been
mentored along the way. Cheeseman summarizes the importance of the ongoing
formation of faculty writing, “Academic, personal, and ministerial formation must
apply to faculty if they are to apply to students, and all need to understand and
develop their relationship with their confessional community” (2018 loc 919).4
Academic Mentoring: Schools with research degrees include a particular aspect of
formation found in academic mentoring. This role begins with academic expertise.
4

Another area of faculty mentoring is in the preparation of faculty members for roles in
administration. Many who ﬁnd themselves in roles of academic leadership have experienced a very
steep learning curve. Starcher (2004) traced the rapid rise of PhD graduates into roles as professors
and deans among scholars from Africa who earned their PhD’s. Citing a study by Contreras (2016) on
administrators in the Caribbean, Eguizabal emphasizes that few institutions take intentional steps in
preparing leaders for roles as Deans and Presidents (2018, loc. 4832-4836). Most administrators join
a school as a faculty member, but ﬁnd themselves accelerated into leadership without much formal
preparation. In addition to committee assignments and training courses, mentoring and coaching are
essential for the preparation of faculty members as academic leaders (Eguizabal 2018, loc. 4824).
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However, in service to the mission of the school, it extends beyond the production
of a quality thesis or dissertation. Shaw and Lawson’s Handbook for Supervisors of
Doctoral Students in Evangelical Theological Institutions proves a valuable resource
with practical advice for faculty engaged in academic mentoring. In it, they also state
that the pivotal role of the supervisor also includes modeling godly scholarship,
and a commitment to the academic and spiritual formation of those they mentor
(2016, 2). Academic mentoring includes helping students develop critical thinking
capabilities and capacities to engage in academic and theological discourses. In
addition to shaping them as individual scholars, it socializes them into the role
of the professor or academic leader. Unlike other levels of education, those who
complete research degrees and doctorates often immediately join the ranks of
faculty. Good academic mentoring prepares graduates for this new role as peers.

Developing Faculty for Prophetic Voice

For a variety of reasons, this role of the faculty is often underdeveloped in Majority
World settings. Heavy workloads, which often include church engagement, as well
as academic teaching, leave little time for writing. Many professors ﬁnd themselves
with access to fewer resources by way of library collections and online journals.
Distance from academic conferences and other interactions of the professional
guilds of academia, along with limited access to publication outlets such as
academic journals, mean that faculty members experience a diminished demand for
publishing. Finally, many schools have not emphasized publication as a signiﬁcant
requirement for annual review and promotion. Each of these challenges has root
in the realities of the Majority World context. However, rather than encourage the
development of scholarship for scholarship sake or the cultivation of a “publish or
perish” mentality as part of faculty tenure, institutions might consider scholarly
development as part of their mission around prophetic voice. As stated above,
prophetic voice is rooted deeply in the word of God, in response to the needs and
issues of the immediate context – whether within the church or across broader
society. Schools can increase their impact by focusing on a set of issues to which
they feel particularly called. Through academic scholarship, the faculty can help
the school achieve its missional objectives. The academy has a long tradition of
protecting academic freedom. Scholars have personal interests, rooted in areas
of specialization, that require development. However, such development does not
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Recently, a Board member at a seminary in Ethiopia described the school as the
“mind of the church,” by which he meant that the school helps shape the thought
of the denomination. Smith and Wood (2003) describe the seminary as both a
community of scholars and a community of practitioners. As the gathering place
for the faculty, the theological institution has the unique resource for developing
theological reﬂection. Stewardship of this resource requires vested interest by the
institution in the scholarship of the faculty.
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preclude bringing their research skills – and research interests – to bear on issues
with collectively deﬁned importance.
Implications for Future Faculty Development: Many aspiring theologians have their
areas of interest shaped by mentors along the way. Not all students who discern a
calling to further studies begin with a speciﬁc question in mind. Some follow their
supervisors’ interests, creating a deeper, but derivative area of study. Increasingly,
however, even in secular settings, schools and doctoral supervisors, are looking for
research that has meaning for both the church and society (for example, see Nerad
and Heggelund 2008, Lee and Boud 2009). Furthermore, the rationalization for
the launch of new doctoral programs has been rooted in the need for scholarship
in service to the church (Poerwowidagdo 2003, Starcher 2003, Vikner 2003).
Such motivations create an opportunity to align personal research interests with
institutional objectives related to prophetic voice.
When an institution has developed a strong sense of its prophetic voice, emerging
scholars who have received their formation within the school may naturally
gravitate toward research topics within the scope of those issues. Others from
outside the institution might be recruited based on their contributions to the topics
of most importance to the school. Gin and Williams-Duncan echo this sentiment,
“If an institution wants to strengthen research in a particular direction, it could
choose to increase the number of faculty with the corresponding proﬁle” (2017,
94). Encouraging research on issues in keeping with the school’s prophetic voice
takes place across disciplines and perspectives. For example, faculty in training
at a school in the Middle East have engaged issues related to its Islamic context
from the ﬁelds of Old Testament studies, theology, and history. In each case, the
prophetic engagement of the institution has helped shape research interests across
disciplines. In return, the work done by these faculty members will help further the
school’s prophetic engagement in its context.
In addition to research topics, other aspects of faculty development can contribute
to a school’s prophetic voice. For instance, a school in Nigeria has committed to
developing female faculty members, making a statement to the church and society
about the value and role of women in the church. Similarly, a seminary in Ethiopia
continues to intentionally develop an ethnically diverse faculty in a society that
has experienced deep wounds through ethnic divisions. Such diversity is critical
not only for making a visible statement but even more so to modeling Christian
engagement across traditional boundaries.
Implications for Ongoing Faculty Development: Faculty roles as teachers and
mentors also contribute to prophetic voice as the inﬂuence of the institution
extends through graduates who teach, preach, and engage society. As a place
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of theological reﬂection, the school helps shape student perspectives and
engagement. For example, a school in Nairobi had developed a research emphasis
on biblical and theological perspectives on ethnicity. The focus took on even
greater prophetic importance after a contested election resulted in ethnic violence
throughout the country. Students and faculty soon found themselves addressing
the issue in churches, seminars, and on radio programs. In this instance, the
emphasis on ethnicity did not sustain, but the potential role of faculty and the
institution to make an impact in society remains.
More directly, prophetic voice develops through the research and writing of the
faculty. Traditionally, development of faculty members as scholars has focused
on the individual. A study among North American theological faculty members
found individual interest as the primary motivation for research and publication,
with the needs of the church, the interests of the guild, and the needs of society
ranking lower (Gin and Williams-Duncan 2017, 89). In some ways, the isolation from
the academic guilds may prevent research and writing in non-Western contexts.
However, such distance may strengthen scholarly attention to the needs of the
church and society. Contextually engaged scholarship promotes necessary selftheologizing, as well as maintains the crucial link between theological institutions
and their faith communities (Wahl 282). In addition to locating theological
reﬂection more directly within the context of church and society, topics related to
a school’s identiﬁed prophetic voice also promote multi-disciplinary research as
topics receive consideration from a variety of perspectives.
Institutional Investments in Prophetic Voice: Institutions play a practical role in
helping the faculty develop as scholars in service to the mission of the school.
Institutions can help by creating an environment and culture conducive to
theological reﬂection and writing. Tangible steps that address stated obstacles
include recognition of writing as part of the workload. Not all scholars will write
proliﬁcally, but all should write some.
Institutional journals or symposia help create an outlet and a demand for scholarly
work. For example, one school in Asia hosts an annual theological forum featuring
papers on a single them from faculty members across the seminary. Some years
ago, the school organized its Forum in an effort to bring hope in the midst of a
series of natural disasters affecting the country. Theologically, the forum addressed
issues of suffering and creation care. In addition, members of the counseling
program visited devastated areas, ministering out of their developing expertise
and skills. The papers were then published and disseminated in an edited book.
Through institutional intentionality, faculty members grow as scholars and the
school addresses issues they have identiﬁed as poignant to the church and society.
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The school can also help by making academic research part of each faculty
member’s annual objectives. One way the institution can help is by distributing
workloads in a manner that creates time for research. For example, one school in
Latin America has structured faculty schedules to include one term each year (of
three in their calendar) with a lighter teaching load and an expectation of writing
and research.
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Finally, schools that want to develop faculty for their mission in areas of research
and scholarship need to invest in their libraries or other access points for faculty
research. The library serves as a resource to both the students and the faculty.
However, an adequate library for undergraduate theology degrees may not provide
enough resources and support for meaningful academic research in areas related
to prophetic voice. In addition to resourcing the library, including developing some
specialization around issues of strategic importance, the school may want to
explore partnerships or other creative ways to increase faculty access to resources.
Research has value to the individual scholar and projects often follow personal
motivations. However, many faculty members also want to write meaningful
materials in service to the church and society. The interests of the scholar and the
interests of the institution may converge around issues of prophetic importance
and, therefore, provide an opportunity for the school to help faculty develop in
service to the institutional mission.
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Conclusion

________________________________________________________________

As a community of scholars and a community of practice, the faculty of an
institution plays a unique role in the mission of the school. The most effective
faculties are more than the sum of their parts, possessing what Smith (2004) refers
to as a sense of “collective vocation” that is embedded in the mission of the school.
Research among faculty indicates many faculty members value a connection to
the school’s mission and a sense that their calling as faculty members is part of a
larger, cohesive, purpose. They see the process of faculty development as essential
to achieving those objectives (Gin and Williams-Duncan 2017, 86).
Both faculty effectiveness and job satisfaction tie back to the process of faculty
development rooted in a shared vision. Hines (2018) indicates that faculty members
with the deepest sense of satisfaction are those who believe their teaching
and ministry have an impact on the institution. Surveyed theological faculty in
North America indicate that the proﬁle of a faculty member who would choose
the profession includes those who believe their institutions are 1.) committed to
developing faculty in their research and scholarship; 2.) have a commitment to
measuring their impact as teachers that give greater attention holistic student
formation (not just classroom learning); and 3.) have an ability to serve the school
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and the larger community through their work (Gin and Williams Duncan 2017, 94).
In short, faculty members want to be developed – individually and collectively
in ways that reinforce their connection to that vision. One can imagine that if
the research conducted among North American faculty members were repeated
in a Majority World context, the results would be similar, with perhaps an even
greater commitment to a collective calling by those from more communal cultures.
The faculty is the most important resource of the school. Investment in their
development, individually and collectively, is among the most strategic paths for
the institution to sustain in its mission.
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Summary

The discussion on Academic Leadership in the second section includes eight
chapters that describe the essentials of Academic Leadership. With a focus on
the character and responsibilities of the dean, the ﬁfth chapter emphasizes the
importance of the nurturing of a healthy relationship with the President, with
suggestions on how they can work in synergy and with purpose. In the sixth
chapter, the themes of responsibility and character also play essential roles in
developing a view of the Dean position as both a vocation and a ministry. Through
Deanship, the academic leader engages opportunities to grow and the challenges
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The ﬁrst section sets the raison de‘etre of theological education. The cluster of
four chapters delineates not only the biblical foundations but also the process of
developing the school’s mission and vision. The section also deﬁnes excellence in
theological education, proposing eleven contributing factors.
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The ﬁrst volume on Leadership in Theological Education series focuses on the
role of the Academic Dean in the life of the seminary including sections on the
foundations of theological leadership, the responsibilities and characteristics
of academic leadership, and the general leadership practices of the Dean, with
worksheets and Reﬂective Questions for Action Points for each chapter. The
following summarizes the four sections of the book, with a focused review on the
last three.
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of administrative oversight that are at the heat of the job.
The third section draws attention to the “administrative practices” that include
strategic planning (Ch7); accreditation (Ch8); and institutional assessment (Ch9).
Each has a critical role in the life of the institution and falls under the leadership of
the Dean.
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The ﬁnal section highlights the “leadership practices” that are “inherent to
effective leadership” (11). One of these practices is the role of a Dean as a change
agent for the learning organization. The tenth chapter connects three threads
of discussion: the nature of organizational change, the factors of internal and
external environments and culture that encourage change, and the qualities of a
leader who can bring change. Chapter 11 follows with a case study about managing
and resolving conﬂict including a biblical perspective and methodology for conﬂict
resolution. The ﬁnal chapter conveys the author’s personal story as an Academic
Leader with “practical reﬂections” on his view of effective academic leadership
and the qualities and competencies required for the ofﬁce of the Dean.
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Critical Assessment

_______________________________________________________

The book presents “the essential aspects that academic leaders need to be aware
of ” (10) in the context of theological and seminary education, noting that is “not
intended to be a comprehensive text on academic leadership” (9). The following
comments on the overall presentation of the book and the proposed “essentials.”
First, the editors and ICETE should be commended for providing a ready resource
on Academic Leadership. Faculty members who ﬁnd themselves in the role
of Academic Dean often look for guidance and voices of experience as they
begin to navigate the responsibilities. A cursory reading of the book gives a
strong impression of the pivotal role of the Dean in the pursuit of excellence in
theological education. It also describes the many tasks and complexity of the
position.
1.

The overall presentation of the topic of Academic Leadership has strengths
and some gaps.

A signiﬁcant strength of the book is the trustworthiness of the authors as global
educational consultants. From their experience, they have carefully selected
important topics within the discussion of Academic Leadership. Another strength
of the book is the intentional engagement of the reader through the Action and
Reﬂection questions given at the end of each chapter that provide an opportunity
for Academic leaders to critically reﬂect on the essentials of the role in their
speciﬁc contexts. This intentional engagement with the reader demonstrates
the educational purpose of the book, inviting readers to learn and grow through
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reﬂection and practice as they read.
Additionally, the story of the Dean in the last chapter very refreshing, engaging the
reader through a vivid picture of the complex realities of the position. Placing the
role of a Dean in an actual story adds clarity to abstract propositions.
The authors have presented some critical “essentials” of Academic Leadership
drawn from years of research and cumulative experiences in leadership. However,
there are also some observed gaps.
Although many of the authors served in missionary contexts, a diversity of voices
seems underrepresented. The eleven contributors include one Asian, one African,
and one Latin American, who is also the only woman in the group. The authors
bring a wealth of global experiences to the conversation, but additional relevantto-context perspectives are. Voices from other leaders in multi-cultural contexts
could broaden a view of the essentials of Academic leadership.
While I agree that the administrative or oversight role is “central” to the work
of the Dean (140), the division of Academic Leadership into three similar and
overlapping categories gives the impression that each category requires distinct
competencies. The continuity of the book might have been enhanced by using the
story of the Dean as an integrative thread linking two apparent main sections of
the book - Biblical/Theological Foundations and The Role of an Academic Leader.
2. In addition to the relevant topics addressed by the book, some of the
“essentials” could have received more in-depth treatment, and some
additional issues could be included in this conversation.
The authors present some “essentials” of Academic Leadership with deﬁnitions
and insights drawn from years of research and cumulative experiences in
leadership. However, some of the critical topics warrant more in-depth treatment,
especially chapter 11 on Conﬂict Management and Chapter 10 on the Dean as
Change Agent. Having a worksheet of Reﬂective Questions and Action Points at the
end of every chapter feels redundant and at times unnecessary. Also, more current
examples could provide stronger support than alluding to stories that happened
decades ago. The inclusion of additional appropriate and contextual readerengagement methods such as case studies would be helpful as they often “birth”
more questions and in-process thoughts or ideas, which help bring relevance and
tangibility to the task.
The ﬁfth chapter argues for a strong relationship between the Dean and the
President. In many seminary contexts, however, the Dean is not the only
senior administrator working with the President. Rather, executive leadership
often functions through a broader team to fulﬁll the mission of the institution.
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Therefore, the Dean must nurture additional relationships beyond the President.
For example, as Dean, I also represent the Faculty to the Board of Trustees, which
requires that I strategically work to cultivate my relationship with the Board.
The relational aspect of the role, partly discussed in Ch 6, could receive greater
attention since the effective ministry of the Dean hinges on nurtured relationships
that include shared governance with the leadership team and the Board of
Trustees, collaborative decision-making with the faculty, and delegation of speciﬁc
tasks to the academic support staff.
Another topic that might warrant greater attention is ﬁnding the right people
to lead departments. In small seminaries, the Dean usually supervises several
departments and programs. A key aspect of the job, therefore, is to ﬁnd people
who are learners, who are team players, and who are competent for the job.
The work of the Dean is often to motivate and empower people to do the nittygritty work required. Finding ways to develop productive teams of people who
collaboratively fulﬁll the mission of the institution is critical to the Dean’s survival.
The role of the Dean as a change agent often beneﬁts from drawing on an outside
objective perspective. The self-guided worksheets that look at “how things are”
and “steps for moving forward” may not be a “game-changer.” However, soliciting
competent academic consultants from outside the “bubble” of the seminary
can bring value. Because many Deans come from internal faculty ranks, their
familiarity with academic systems and culture may blind them to the gaps and
“choke points” in the structure and processes of the institution, thereby making it
difﬁcult to initiate change. Outside consultants offer additional lenses that may
assist the Dean in seeing the barriers to change. They may also help facilitate the
strategic decision-making process.
The value of coaching and mentorship, especially for a new Dean, has critical
importance. As already mentioned in chapters six and twelve, the role of the Dean
is complex. It can be scary and overwhelming for those new to the task. The book
provides vignettes of what the position looks like, but actually doing the job is
another story. Trusted mentors and coaches walk alongside especially during the
transition period through the early years. Since my appointment as Dean, I have
survived and now thrived, because of the input of coaches and mentors who have
helped me develop conﬁdence along this journey.
Lastly, an effective Dean fosters a climate in which people ﬂourish (Cannell 2011).
Focusing too much on developing the right systems and right structures may
obscure the organic nature of the learning organization. The Dean must also help
build a community in which the faculty and the institution can grow and develop.
The book clearly delineates a set of essentials for the task of serving as a
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successful Academic Dean However, the role of the Dean continues to evolve
in the midst of the global and contextual realities of theological education. The
book helps address the need for the Dean to be cognizant of the broader factors
that can impinge on the task. As the seminary context changes, the essentials of
Academic Leadership must continue to grow and develop as well.
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